CLASS OF 2023
My sincere congratulations to our 2023 graduates – today is your day! Education is a team effort that takes perseverance and hard work. Today’s celebration belongs to everyone - including the family and friends who supported you throughout your college career. We are all very proud of your significant accomplishment.

At Fanshawe, we strive to unlock potential and provide students with pathways to success. Your Fanshawe credential will provide you with many career opportunities and a bright future. Be proud of your achievements and stay motivated by setting new goals for yourself. I urge you to apply your diverse skills and knowledge to help make a difference in the world.

You have reached an important milestone in your life’s journey. I hope you will remember the rich connections made with caring faculty and staff, who positively influenced your pathway to success. I encourage you to stay in touch with your Fanshawe family. Our dynamic Alumni Association will keep you informed about news and events about our students, campuses and alumni and allow us to share in all of your accomplishments as you move into the workforce.

Once again, congratulations!

Peter Devlin
President, Fanshawe College
Greetings from Fanshawe College Alumni Association

Welcome to the Fanshawe Alumni Family!

On behalf of the Fanshawe College Alumni Association, congratulations! It is my pleasure to welcome you to a growing group of more than 200,000 graduates making a difference in communities around the world.

Today is the beginning of new opportunities to make your dreams become reality. As life takes you in new and exciting directions, remember to look back on your time at Fanshawe and share your successes and accomplishments with us – we want to celebrate them with you!

Did you know as a Fanshawe graduate you have access to exclusive contests, savings on entertainment, travel, dining, shopping and more through our Alumni PERKS program? Download the app or sign up today at fanshawe.ca/perks.

We are incredibly proud of our alumni and we encourage you to remain connected so we may continue to share the many exciting opportunities available to you as a Fanshawe graduate. Explore the many ways you can connect with us at fanshawec.ca/alumni.

Welcome to the Fanshawe Alumni family ... with you #FanshaweForever.

Rachael Luby (Social Service Worker ’13)
President, Fanshawe College Alumni Association

Greetings from Fanshawe Board of Governors

On behalf of the Fanshawe College Board of Governors, I would like to offer heartfelt congratulations to the 2023 Fanshawe College graduates.

You are now part of a global network of Fanshawe graduates who are working to contribute to their communities around the corner and around the globe. We, and the entire Fanshawe community, are proud to share in your accomplishments as you, and those who have helped you get to this point, celebrate your important achievements today.

Congratulations again on your graduation and please accept my most sincere best wishes for your continued success as you embark on rewarding careers in your chosen fields.

Terry Zavitz
Chair, Fanshawe College Board of Governors
Greetings from the Fanshawe Student Union

Congratulations, Class of 2023. You have made it!

A year ago, when I took my first steps inside Fanshawe I remember wishing that one day I would find my place here. Thanks to the many incredible people I’ve met during my studies - my friends, my colleagues and faculty - I have found my place. Today, I am able to do the same for others and I am grateful for that.

Your passion, your ambition and your talents have left a lasting impact on the College. You are leaving Fanshawe a better place because of your contribution. Wherever your next step in life takes you, be kind to one another and be open to creating beautiful stories that inspire the ones coming after you.

On behalf of the Fanshawe Student Union, I wish you all the success reaching beyond the stars. As Stan Lee, the creator of Marvel, would say: “Excelsior!”

Stephin Sathya
President, Fanshawe Student Union
Governor General’s Medal
Zitong Wang
*Computer Programmer Analyst*

College-wide Awards

**Fanshawe College Distinguished Student Award**
Sushanti Bucktowar
*Research and Evaluation (Co-op)*

Dean’s Academic Awards

**Faculty of Creative Industries**
Avery Mensah
*Broadcasting – Television and Film Production*

**Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies**
Zitong Wang
*Computer Programmer Analyst*

**Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety**
Mikaela Cookson
*Law Clerk*

**Faculty of Technology**
Donald Hallet
*Aviation Technology – Aircraft Maintenance & Avionics (Co-op)*

Fanshawe College Professor Emeritus
Dr. Kit Silcox

Fanshawe College Honorary Diploma
Stephanie Meyer
Denise Pelley
Linda Franklin
Dr. Kit Silcox
Professor Emeritus, Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

(Tuesday, November 7 at 10 a.m.)

Kit joined Fanshawe in 2006 as a full-time professor of Business, a position he held for 13 years until his retirement in 2019. During his time at the College, he also taught leadership courses for the Bachelor of Early Childhood Leadership degree program and was one of the founding professors to develop the four-year Honours Bachelor of Commerce (Management) Degree.

Prior to joining the College, Kit was owner/president of Professional Advisors, an executive training and development business facilitating decision and learning meetings for professionals at both large and small enterprises in virtually every economic sector. He has also been owner/operator of a non-ferrous foundry making bronze and aluminium products for manufacturers in Southwestern Ontario.

Kit holds a Bachelor of Applied Science degree in Engineering and a Master of Applied Science degree in Management Sciences from the University of Waterloo, as well as a PhD in Business from the University of Kansas.

Beyond Fanshawe, he has taught part-time for Western University, was an assistant professor at Simon Fraser University and a lecturer at the University of Kansas.

Kit is the author of three internationally recognized management training programs, “Milestones: Charting Your Future”, “The Milestones Strategy Retreat” and “Performance: A Managers Guide to Effective Leadership”. He has also written monthly articles on organizational development topics for Focus, an e-newsletter distributed to over 5,000 companies across North America.

Kit has been an active community member having sat on the boards of King’s University College, the London Community Small Business Centre and Original Kids Theatre Company. He was also a founding member of the London Region Manufacturing Council.

While at Fanshawe, Kit was a major contributor and advocate for the United Way Campaign and led the College’s blood donor drives on behalf of the Red Cross. He sings bass (not good but loud) in his church choir, has donated over 650 units of plasma for Canadian Blood Services and is a member and volunteer of the Horton Street 50+ Centre.

Kit and his partner Cathy have visited every part of Canada, including as far north as the Arctic Ocean.
Stephanie Meyer
President/CEO, Rainer Cyber and Risk Management Inc.

(Tuesday, November 7 at 3 p.m.)

Stephanie Meyer is President and CEO of Rainer Cyber and Risk Management Inc., providing cyber security and compliance services for information technology and operational technology systems to the electricity sector.

Launching from a diploma in Business Administration, Stephanie’s career in communications grew from marketing to business development and business strategy to entrepreneur. For Stephanie, it was always about how to do things more efficiently, bring more value to the business and deliver greater benefit to the clients.

Known for her ability to cultivate relationships, embrace a vision, and continually pursue education, Stephanie’s leadership spirit prevails. Never defined by a role or limited by expectations, Stephanie is always looking forward – setting goals, understanding what is needed to get there and then taking the necessary steps to achieve. In fact, she wrote her last exam in October – a critical step to bring a new service offering to her clients.

Anyone who has spent time with Stephanie knows her to be intelligent, caring and passionate. She takes great joy in empowering others to succeed in their pursuits. Her passion also permeates her volunteer work as the youth education coordinator for the Donnybrook Legion, as well as her involvement with IODE, a national women’s charitable organization promoting education and literacy, and caring for those in need.
Guest Speaker Biographies

Denise Pelley
Vocalist

(Wednesday, November 8 at 10 a.m.)

A retired executive assistant and community relations manager with Junior Achievement, Denise is an accomplished singer with recording credits that include seven CDs. She has performed with many great artists (i.e., trombonist Ray Anderson, Gospel/Blues legend Jackie Richardson and Flamenco guitarist Jesse Cook) and at a variety of festivals (i.e., the du Maurier Downtown Jazz Festival in Toronto, Ottawa Jazz Festival, and Bluesfest in London). One of many career highlights saw Denise open for Aretha Franklin, the “Queen of Soul” when she performed in London.

Denise also has several acting credits to her name having performed at The Grand Theatre in the Fats Waller musical “Ain’t Misbehavin’”, “A Streetcar Named Desire” and her one-woman show, “Jazzabel” which premiered in September 2004 to sold out audiences. In 2005, Jazzabel was performed at the National Museum for Women in the Arts in Washington, DC and the following year at Urban Stages Theatre in New York City. Denise was featured in the February 2006 issue of Oprah Winfrey’s O Magazine.

Denise is the co-founder of the Jason Edmonds Foundation for Road Rage which was formed after the death of her son Jason in 2000. The Foundation ran for five years, during which time the co-founders delivered many presentations to youth about the dangers of road rage.

Denise has also volunteered with Canadian Aid for Southern Sudan having made 12 trips to the village of Gordhim where she helped deliver a music and art camp to over 400 children. She is a board member at large with Educate the Children, helping to raise funds for a school in Nigeria.

Denise was awarded the Queen’s Golden and Diamond Jubilee medals in recognition for her outstanding contributions to her community and Canada as a whole. In 2002, Denise received the first of six London Music Awards for best jazz artist of the year. In 2003, she was named a YM-YWCA Woman of Distinction in the Arts and Heritage category. In 2008 and 2014 she won Jazz Artist of the Year at the Jack Richardson awards. In 2009, the London Black History Committee honoured Denise with the Black Community Achievement Award in recognition of her accomplishments, contributions and support to her community. In April 2015, she was inducted into the Jack Richardson London Music Hall of Fame.

Denise has also been a keynote speaker giving a presentation on the power of music.

“Our work and our lives become more meaningful when they are in harmony with who we are. The times when we feel the most happy, the most passionate, the most energized are the times we are most alive. And that’s when the soul sings!”

- Denise Pelley
Linda Franklin recently retired as the President and CEO of Colleges Ontario. Under her leadership, the association worked to advance the interests of Ontario’s college system, including standalone nursing degrees, three-year degrees and funding for a range of initiatives from mental health supports to green buildings. She also spearheaded a major marketing campaign to drive home the value of a college education.

Previously, Linda was the CEO of the Wine Council of Ontario. There, she worked with the government to change legislation that dramatically improved the economics of the industry. Prior to joining the Wine Council, Linda was a writer and communications specialist whose career included time as a consultant, five years as the head of communications for a regulatory body and heading up a department charged with meeting the communications needs of MPPs at Queen's Park. Currently, she serves as Board Chair of William Osler Health Care System and is a member of the Niagara College Board of Directors.

Linda Franklin has a degree in English and History and a Master of Arts in Journalism from Western University.
Fanshawe College Post-Secondary Awards

Dean’s Academic Award
This award is presented to full-time or part-time students who have achieved the highest academic standing upon completion of a certificate, diploma or degree program during the previous academic year. The awards are presented at fall convocation to a student in each of the following academic areas:

- Faculty of Arts, Media and Design
- Faculty of Business
- Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety
- Faculty of Technology
- Regional Campuses (Woodstock/Oxford Regional Campus, Simcoe/Norfolk Regional Campus, St. Thomas/Elgin Regional Campus)

Fanshawe College Distinguished Student Award
The Fanshawe College Distinguished Student Award is presented on an annual basis to full-time post-secondary diploma, degree or post graduate certificate program students representing each of the following areas of study:

- business
- community services
- creative arts and design
- health sciences
- technology

Award recipients must have demonstrated academic success while demonstrating a significant contribution to college life or to the community, displaying a real commitment to others.
Gonfalons – crested, symbolic banners – have been a part of various religious, military and community ceremonies for centuries. Fanshawe’s gonfalons pay homage to this time-honoured tradition, while providing visual identities for each of our academic schools. They were designed and created by members of the London Embroiderers’ Guild.

**Applied Sciences and Technologies** A river dominates this banner, symbolizing not only the natural basis for all science, but a unifying flow between the different areas of science and technology. Manufacturing, electrical technology and biotechnology are represented by a gear, a transistor and a microscope. The small symbols in the river point to weather, physics, ecology, biology and chemistry, all of which are vital components of the science and technology programs at Fanshawe.

**Arts and Culture** This gonfalon was designed to incorporate various aspects of art and culture, including music, dance, fine art, theatre and literature. The score and piano keys represent music (the notation is for “O Canada” – a reference to Fanshawe’s geography). The book represents literature and sketching, as well as collecting ideas as part of the creative process. The pens, paintbrushes and script all refer to various artistic disciplines. The figure at the bottom is in movement, suggesting dance in all of its forms.

**Building Technology** This gonfalon depicts a series of buildings against a waterfront skyline with a crane hoisting a load of material toward a roof. In the foreground, a bridge spans a body of water. Much of the construction, building and planning is implied in the images. The gonfalon has been executed in a manner not unlike the construction process: i.e. planning and consultation, developing a mock-up, then execution by groups or individuals with different skills, the use of both hand work and machine work using traditional and modern materials. The back of the banner is a partially constructed brick wall – a familiar construction material and method, particularly in Eastern Canada.

**Business and Management** The Business and Management gonfalon features two hands engaged in a handshake over a globe. The handshake is a symbol of cooperation, while the globe represents the international nature of modern trade. Together, they suggest economic interdependence, as well as the importance of sharing resources. The banner is lined around the outside with symbols of modern currencies, including the pound, the kronor, the rial, the euro, the rupee, the dollar, the shekel, the won, the guilder, the baht, the tugrik and the yen.

**Community Studies** This gonfalon is built around the image of the tree of life. It is surrounded by people of all ages, holding hands in a gesture of support and cooperation. The people form the shape of a heart, which symbolizes caring, compassion and self-awareness. There is also a heart among the shapes in the tree. It is joined by an open book for learning, a helping hand, an apple for good health and a butterfly representing transformation, all of which form the foundation of Human Services.

**Contemporary Media** Fanshawe’s location is marked with a star on the globe and is surrounded by bolts of energy, symbolizing broadcasting. The piece is united by a roll of film that winds around icons signifying different branches of the arts, including a camera, a paintbrush, the @ symbol, a theatrical mask and a treble clef. Together, the symbols represent Fanshawe’s focus on all types of traditional and modern media.
Design This design is based on one of the most perfectly proportioned and visually beautiful creatures of nature... the nautilus sea shell. The ratios of its chambers are the same ratios seen in countless examples of nature’s works and man-made art. Called the Golden Mean, this mathematical wonder is one of design fundamentals that creates beauty, harmony and symmetry. The students of the School of Design strive to ensure all design work they create embrace these essential qualities that enhance all aspects of our lives.

Health Sciences The principle feature of the Health Sciences gonfalon is the staff of Asclepius, which is the universal symbol of medicine and the healing arts. It is accompanied by several smaller symbols: the Star of Life, representing paramedics and emergency services; an intertwined delta omicron, representing dentistry; a mortar and pestle, representing pharmacy; two stylized human figures, representing good physical and mental health; and an atom, representing nuclear medicine.

Information Technology This gonfalon expresses movement, dynamism and the human element of modern information technology. The silhouettes of four people on the globe represent those who both work in this field and benefit from the continuously evolving technologies. The large @ symbol is instantly recognizable for the movement of electronic information and a bronze tail encircling the globe signifies the rapid and efficient movement of information. Binary code on the tail reminds the viewer about the deceptively simple encoding of information and the bronze silk reflects the copper coloured metals and wires that form the hardware inside computers.

Nursing The Nursing gonfalon draws its design inspiration from the stained glass window in the School of Nursing lounge. It has two main symbols: the lamp and the books. The books represent learning – the deep and sturdy foundation that supports the modern nurse. The flame coming out of the lamp invokes the nurse’s comforting, life-giving spirit and suggests reaching higher. The hand and heart inside the flame represents the caring and helping of others. The lamp is a tribute to Florence Nightingale, known as the ‘The Lady with the Lamp’ due to her habit of making her nursing rounds at night. Her compassion and commitment to patient care laid the foundation for nursing as a profession.

Tourism and Hospitality The globe is a central feature of the Tourism and Hospitality gonfalon. Along with the airplane, it signifies not only travel, but the exciting opportunities that exist around the world for tourism and hospitality graduates. The three figures at the bottom represent culinary arts, management and leadership – qualities associated with graduates of food and nutrition, recreation and hotel management programs.

Transportation Technology and Apprenticeship The gears on this banner bring together highways, cars and trucks, a tractor, a service centre and students, all of which are central to motive power at Fanshawe. The circular arrangement also suggests both movement and progress, but while technology drives the program, people are at its centre. That lesson – working with and serving people – is the foundation on which Fanshawe’s Transportation Technology programs are built.
Prelude
The audience will please rise for the entrance of the Academic Procession.

Academic Procession of Graduates, Faculty and Platform Party
Led by Doug MacRae, Pipe Major, The 78th Fraser Highlanders Pipe Band

Salutation
Darren Johnson
Associate Dean, Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

Introduction of the Platform Party

Greetings from Fanshawe College Board of Governors
Mojdeh Cox

Greetings from Fanshawe Student Union
Stephin Sathya
President

President of Fanshawe College
Peter Devlin

Appointment as Emeritus
Peter Devlin

Dr. Kit Silcox
Professor Emeritus

Guest Speaker
Dr. Kit Silcox

Presentation of Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates
Fiorella Sabadin
Registrar

Greetings from Fanshawe College Alumni Association
Tim Wharton
Business '80, Business Administration '81

Conclusion
"O Canada"

Recession
The audience will please rise and remain standing during the departure of the academic party and the graduates.

The Emeritus distinction is bestowed upon a limited number of retired faculty and staff members who have made an exceptional contribution to Fanshawe and are expected to continue their advocacy and contribution into retirement.
Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

Accounting Essentials
Ashley Medeiros Amaral
Ashton Senhouse-Moss
Jessica Florence Stowe *

Bookkeeping Essentials
Aimee Challis *
Javier Enrique Gonzalez Acosta
Shmony Hermex *
Cindy Jane Longboat
Karlee Nicole Metcalf-Taylor *
Darcie Mezon

Business
Kishorananda Mani Adhikari
Daniya Ann John
Dipesh Bariya
Paolo Cyrill Buela *
Dipasha Kaur
Daniela Doirado Aggio
Muhammed Azat Duzkaya
Kara Dwyer
Deepta Gautam
Aarzoo Giri
Austin-James Joseph Gould
Huizhong Guan
Manik Gupta
Rita Gurung
Harmeet Kaur
Diana Elizabeth Hernandez Barajas
Katlyn Lee Jaques
Jasmeet Singh
Ethan Michael Johnson
Navroop Kaur
Yashmeet Kaur

Lawrence Kinlin School of Business

Accounting Essentials
Lauren Emily Kerr
Khushpreet Singh
Kunal Kumar
Anika Kumhyr
Dhruv Kundra
Alexander Paul Legendre
Rizzalyn Bartolome Lirio *
Lovepreet Kaur
Owen Richard Marshall
Carter Barclay Mceachern
Dylan Thomas McGregor
Mikhail Yeager Meneses
Saii Mia
Vanivie Misheal
Mitali
Santosh Moktan
Vikas Rajnikant Patel
Felipe Piinilla
Jimmy Rahul
Blessy Madamana Sabu
Tanya Saini
Sujan Sapkota
Dev Rajeshbhai Shinde
Tung Hiu Eidi Si *
Jonty Singh
Matheos Tola
Alyssa De Villa Tubig
Max Emilio Vecchio
Desirae Kirsten Verburg
Jackson Walsh
John Joseph Walters
Ryan Michael Wilson

Business - Accounting
Camilo Aguacía
Rahman Ajayi
Jerikka Ginelle Ebias Andalahaо *
Katie Marie Barker
Sandesh Basnet *
Zoe Brockelbank
Tarih Chahbar
Camila Da Silva Ferreira Boechat *
Mackenzie Dick
Meghan Elizabeth Douglas
Alicia Tamar Duffus *
Saleh El Mughrabi
Michelle Kathaleen Froese
Trinity Marion Gates
Srutty Georgekutty
Autumn Jasmine Gill
Lingpeng Gu *
Tianja Guo
Danielle Heisler *
Marandee June Hunter
Mohamed Riad Hussein
Darya Jafarava
Jasprender Pal Kaur
Sanjay Khatri
Weiming Li
Jiafeng Liang
Anthony Jacob Lopez *
Ahmad Madarati
Afsan Makhani-Williams
Yuri Miliar
Thi Thanh Phuong Nguyen
Binita Pachhai
Prabin Paudel
Sutapa Paul
Patrick Jacinto Pereira Sousa
Minh Phuong Phan

Business - Finance
Karan Babbar
Olivia Asli Deloris Bailey
Erik Dragun
Qiya Ma
Matthew Raymond Mcneil
Phuong Anh Nguyen
Carter William Schwartzentruber
Christian Kevin Smith

Business - Insurance
Justin Lian Claridades

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence.
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies

Business - Marketing
Theone Litan Abalos
Nehal Abdullah
Brayden Adair
Jan Lorenzo Adapon
Amtshewar Singh
Nicholas Baczynski
Jackeline Barros Morais *
Matthew Breault
Braeden Stanley Burdett
Raine Victoria Caers
Jimena Calderon Rodriguez
Luisa Fernanda Ciro Catano
Michelle Lynn Coutu
Isaac De Oliveira Sa
Marion Catherine O'hara Denny
Robert W Dodds
Kailey Donaldson
Kendra Jeaninne Dunn
Dennis Esta
Sean Lincoln Groves
Emily Jeanveau
Priscila Marques Santana
Gracy Kamlesh Mistry
Avery Quinn Norris *
Grant Jeff Padua
Nicko Kevin Real
Maria Paula Rincon Canon
Chelsea Seddon
John Thomson
Tuan Anh Tran
Alonso Villasenor Garcia
Alexandria Melanie Wagner
Gang Wang

Business - Supply Chain and Operations
Sadeel Alenazy
Gillian Nicole Collinson
Phan Thanh Tin Doan
Ian Roger Brett Doughty
Karan
Logan Ryan Thomas Kilner Holmes *
Amanda Paige Macneil
Michael Thomas Peebles
Hong Thu Thao Pham
Christy Shaju
Le Thienn Tu Tran
Jamilta Utebaliyeva
Jaskirat Singh Wadhwa

Business Administration Accounting
Danita Radovic

Business Administration Human Resources
Lindsay Macpherson *

Business Analysis
Temitope Pat Aboyeji
Mohamed Dhanzil Abubackar Siddique
Cecilia Nwakaego Adu *
Todimu Aduroshakin
Muneeb Ahmad
Sivakumar Anandaraj
Sneha Anil
Precious Chidinma Anozie
Samuel Anwana Anwana
Ayush Ashokan
Peter Atoyebi
James Awosemo
Ashwin Beena Sanjeev
Nipun Bhalla
Justy Biglang-Awa *
Camille Cabatay
Tiya Chacko
Ebenezer Coffie
Rama Chandra Raju Dantuluri
Kiersty Dianne Dela Cruz
Kayan Sophia Edwards *
Emmanuellia Makuochuku Emmanuel
Rukky Laura Fatokun
Javier Mauricio Fierro Barreto
Krishna Gajurel
Maria Lourdes Josefina Lopez Gamboa
Jeny Anna George
Sharon Gnanaraj
Nayana Haris
Abdelrahman Mammadou Hassanain
Uchechuku Ibude
Ayekheme Gerald Ikhane
Ben Joseph
Annie Joseph
Noble Joseph
Harish Josey
Akshata Ulhas Kalthavkar
Aishwarya Lakshmi Kanagaraj
Neeraj Karimpenmakel Kuruvilla
Sunok Ko
Sumegha Kohli
Amal Kudackadu Philip
Niraj Jitendra Langalia
Tajudeen Lawal
Jiangxue Li
Lijo Kunnathumkuzhiyel Abraham
Yiquin Lin
Paulo Henrique Magliano Nascimento
Amal Maliyakal Antony
Sherin Mathew
Nithin Elias Mathew
Pranay Mesa
Babitha Michael
Anamika Anjani Mishra *
Asjad Ahmed Motara
Muhammad Anjai
Amitha Murali
Anirudh Murali
Humza Naem *
Sai Satya Siva Teja Nalluri
Chikaodili Faith Okoli *
Oluwabukola Abimbola Okuneye
Omotola Olubunmi Okunola-Umeije
Ibikunle Olamilekan Olatunji
Aderonke Odunayo Osho
Alekhya Palakurthi
Gini Amiya Pandya
Viraj Vishwas Parkar
Rajkumar Madhubhai Patel
Bhaumikkumar Hareshbhai Patel
Shreya Sanjay Patil
Vikash Patnaik
Trung Thuy Nguyen Pham
Dhruvin Pokal
Kanwal Nasim Qureshi
Jisha Radhakrishnan
Shebin Sha Rahim
Rudra Pandurang Rege
Juan Carlos Rivas Melgar
Milu Rose Mathew
Sampad Roy
Mourya Milan Sahoo
Reshma Saji
Akash Saroha
Gagandeep Kaur Sawnhney
Yash Sharma
Gaurav Vijay Singam
Rishabh Ravinder Singh
Shardul Raju Sonone
Soyinka Oluwafunmi Johnson Soyombo
Rahul Sudhi Meera
Sri Harsha Sunkara
Sam Thandel Sabu
Bella Thankamma Babu

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
**President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence**

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.

---

**Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies**

Mudit Thapliyal  
Arunima Thayery Sivaraman  
Jacob Thomas  
Abin Thottukadavil Kunjumon  
Ijeoma Holly Tolu-Ajayi  
Anushree Udayakumar  
Silverline Chinwendu Udeogu  
Chinanu Emmanuel Ukwat  
Athira Varghese  
Prince Varghese  
Allan Christo Vazhappilly Antony  
Sihao Wu  
Mingxuan Zhang  
Xiaofan Zhang  

**Business Essentials**  
Chelsey Caton  
Holly Marie Robertson  

**Business Fundamentals**  
Adedayo Adedapo Adesile  
Basil Bijlu  
Mitva Manish Desai  
Hiteshwar Mittal  
Aaron John Joseph Jobin  
Pulkit Johar  
Sanjo Kerekodi John  
Tamiwa Kanyenda  
Gourav Khinchhi  
Kiranpreet Kaur  
Collin Lockie  
Megan Autumn Menard-Kee  
Muhammad Ishan  
Bhargav Navincharna Nayi  
Jujimae Orbase  
Tomas Ortega Gonzalez  
Jayajсинh Balvantsinh Padheria  
Chackochen Palakunnel James  
Nandish Jigneshkumar Patel  
Bina Poudel  
Simran Punia  

Arlene Soriano Ricafrente  
Harshit Sharma  
Akash Singh  
Kamaljeet Singh  
Kokilavani Thiagarajan  
Do Nguyen Khoa Tran *  

**Business Fundamentals - Entrepreneurship**  
Lorraine Graves *  

**Business Human Resources**  
Michelle Nicole Bandula  
Isabelle Banich-Lozon  
Felicia Marie Brice  
Kathryn Anne Burgess  
Kevin Choudhary  
Emma Lee Cufford  
Mahmoud Elsaleh  
Carter Terrence Mc Cormick  
Danielle Elizabeth Mcleish  
Skye Mary-Anne Rimell  
Caitlin Ann Shepherd  
Sonali Trehan  
Sally Julia Tia  
Dana Marie Marie Veale  
Ying Zhu  

**Customer Relationship Marketing and Sales Management**  
Folorunsho Stephen Adejumo  
Joaquim Diogo Almeida  
Aditya Avinash  
Varushini Balasingam  
Juhi Ashesh Bhandari  
Shahana Bibi  
Dioanne Boyano  
Sweetheart Briones  
Jaideep Chaudhary  
Reginaldo De Franceschi Junior *  
Raphael Jose Donesa *  
Chantel Chrysanta Fernandes  
Nofsat Oluwadamilola Giwa  
Michelle Ariko Ita-Ekpenyong  
Lakshmi Satya Sai Vyshnavi Kankanalapalli  
Gowwin Kuruvi Saaju  
Ahmed Merghi Ahmed Madani  
Samuel Andres Martelo Garcia  
Saniya Subhash Motwani  
Mohamed Inamul Hassan Munawar  
Harshil Rasheshbhai Munshi  
Jocelyn Jo Nacilla-Pasigna  
Kasmata Niraula  
Adesola Flora Okimi  
Mel Grace Olsim  
Nihar Hardik Patel  
Agam Rajwansh *  
Jayesh Saraff *  
Janice Khey Serna  
Simran Sharma  
Harsh Siyal  
Soya Staines  
Sanjay Sunil  
Sandhra Therokkattil Eldhose  
Hannah Grace Valdez  
Doreen Maricar Verano  
Maria Christina Visperas  

**Fundraising**  
Silvana MacLean *  

**Honours Bachelor of Commerce (Accounting)**  
Siddique Ahmad Ali  
Yonelia Shaday Bailey  
Brendan Arthur Howse  
Peter Andrew Osborne Keller  
Jonathan Miller  
Brandon James Tebrake *  

**Honours Bachelor of Commerce (Digital Marketing)**  
Hou Paul Chan  
Zachary Taylor Thomas Langille *  

**Honours Bachelor of Commerce (Human Resources Management)**  
Hanna Rebecca Ekeres  
Amy Lynn Farrell *  
Leia Elizabeth Flitton  
Vanessa Pineda *  

**Honours Bachelor of Commerce (Management)**  
Kashish Rikki  

**Human Resources Essentials**  
Dalia A A Hathat  
Lori Lee Redman  

**Human Resources Management**  
Sundus Ali Kalif  
Mohammed Falah Ismail Alqazzaz  
Maria Elena Cano Restrepo  
Crystal Leigh Chandoo  
Whitney Michelle Crosbie *  
Brandon Currie *  
Mackayla Francine de Kwant  
Lauren Dykstra  
W W R Dhananjani Antoinette Amerasekera Ekanayake  
Praise Ogheneborhien Ekpekurede  
Odetta Maria Esper Cerra *  
Karly Ford  
Cassandra Harris *  
Natalie Isaac  
Yukum Jabegu  
Farah Abdi Jama  
Lakshmi Satya Sai Vyshnavi Kankanalapalli  

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies

Femi Chiragkumar Kathiria
Yashmeet Kaur
Sneha Kerekoedi John *
Daniela Stancioli Costa Couto Lourenco
Jerome Marcelo
Angelyne Mary Marzo *
Jonathan A M Mayorov
Matthew McIntyre
Megha Mohanan
Jyotika Mishra
Anthony Mojsej
Valentina Moreno Garcia
Yulieth Fernanda Munetonez Delgado
Christynette Navarrete *
Thi Xuan Trang Nguyen
Ogechukwu Blessing Nwachukwu
Kelvina Nneamaka Okezie
Jomari Mae Cawalo Orio
Eren Fe Charity Balediata Pacificar *
Albert Benjamin Pacoli
Rashmita Parmar
Sharon Mary Paul
Anjali Amrutbhai Prajapati
Jubina Puthuparambil Julian
Maria Andrea Racines Campuzano
Sandip Regmi
Juan Sebastian Lopez Rojas *
Alysha Zahra Samji
Mary Christina Shafer *
Aanshi Rakesh Shah
Aastha Silwal
Saru Silwal
Surinder Singh
Amanpreet Singh
Sneha Raju
Pooja Paresh Solanki
Jezeel Joy Galve Sta. Ana *
Abosed Elizabeth Stephen
Devika Suresh Kumar
Madison Temple
Rashmi Timilsina *
Silvana Francesca Torres Del Aguila *
Nerizza Mae Tubal
Pooja Uperkoti
Mitali Nareshbhai Vaghani
Matthew Harry Wainman *
Ian L Waller *

International Business Management
Grisha Prasad Adhikari
Jamie Esther Agra *
Abin Albert
Rona Baby
Winifred Ofure Badaiki *
Akhila Baiju
Alex Benny
Akhil Benny
Ancy Benoy
Sharen Binu Merlin
Aleena Boben
Fritz Warren Burlaos *
Shriniidhi Chandran
Himaliben Mahipatsinh Chauhan
Christo Moonjely Raju
Mukesh Vaidya Coimbatore Muthuraman
Gian Carlo Batang Delfin
Diksha Dutta *
Ejemen Deborah Elekhebor
Ma Rona Loren Escrupolo
Farhan Farooque
Sachin George
Divya George
Raymon George
Jashanpreet Kaur
Jaic Jojo Thottappilly
Dona Jose
Aksa Jose
Josmy Joseph
Abin Kaniyarakath Roy
Fahad Sabir Kapdi
Jose Karuvell Babu
Punit Hitendra Kumar Khatri
Gautham Krishna Kunnumpurathu
Varghese Kunnuthara Joshan
Sarfaras Ashraf Kurukkan
Navya Krishna Manavelikakathu
Jisin Mathew
Nelia Molina
Tumelo Charmaine Mopai
Rhythm NAGpal
Bukumni Gabriel Ogunsola
Ananya Panwar
Nihar Hardik Patel
Binjohn Plammoottil Jacob
Anusha Prajapati
Jijith Purushothaman
Mounica Pusala
Alphin Raiju
Basil Regy
Annie Rose Manuel
Niveditha Kolengaraparam Santoshkumar
Gracelyn Marie Sayen *
Ajin Sebastian
Aiswarya Seby
Sharon Shaji
Soundarya Shanmugasundaram
Alvin Shijo
Bhavya Hiteshbhai Sonara *
Vaishnav Thrivarath
Nikhitha Thomas
Apoorva Harichandra Thorat
Catherine Saarinas Tiu
Aiswarya Unnikrishnan
Sudhin Vadakkedathu Surendran
German Valencia Gartner *
Renji Varughese Philip
Saloni Mitesh Vyas
Trushnangi Yashwant Wahane
Catherine Yalung *

Leadership Development Series
Taryn McBride *

Marketing Management
Achsah Esther Japheth
Abiodun Basit Adegbite
Abedola Adebesi Adekeye
Adriel Magnim Adewu
Loveth Efe Akinbo
Aisha Mohamed Ali
Genevieve Amancio
Thomson Antu
Haripriya Azhikkakath Sudheer Babu
Smit Ashokbhai Babriya
Neeraja Badiga
Dinesh Banjade
Karan Batra
Anita Bhatta
Jorge Alejandro Calderon Cordoba
Alexi Mary Calingo *
Leann Clement *
Luis Ernesto Cordero Araujo
Aditya Dagar
Carla Dapilaga
Bhargavi Dixit
Sachin Eldho
Judith Uchechi Ezeanya
Wen Feng *
Christian Joy Flores
Fernando Gabriel
Sehajpal Singh Gadhok

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Valentina Irine Gomes
Gourav Jose James
Arjuna Deshabandu Jayakody
Bibin Johnson
Ashwin Jose Kannamkulam
Anjana Karki
Rahal Karunaratne
Ufreena Kattlepeedika
Palka Khanna
Harsh Abhay Kuttarkar *
FIGIN KURIAKOSE
Sagar Makhija
Mitali Malhotra
Kavin Senura Meegama *
Fahbri Gospel Menejbo
Janithi Nilushika Morawaka
Anish Suresh Nair
Sarthak Nigam
Elohor Mary Nomuoja *
Abimbola Tolulope Ogunsanya
Olubukola Oluwatoyin Ojo
Aakanksha Alok Pande
Divesh Kamalakar Patil
Grego Polly
Ujwal Prakash
Meenakshi Preman
Hugo César Ramos Luna
Pranay Chandrashekhar Rao
Suman Raut
Ruchika
Birat Shrestha
Sayana Sojan
Muhammad Suneer Subair Madheena
Olugbenga Taiwo
Ramon Temitayo Tijani
Amal Johns Varghese
Diwya Anuki Nimya Wimalatunga

Office Administration Executive
Jessica Lynn Marie Abbott
Kamran Uddin Ahmed
Akashdeep Singh
Kelly-Ann Blackman-Bailey *
Sydney Caveli-Anna Budgell
Caytien Burning
Guadalupe Castillo Ortiz
Anjali Chander
Melody Gail Clements *
Ma. Consuelo De Lino
Amanda Grace Eason
Somya Garg *
Ahmed Hassan
Brooklyn Tanner Marie Heath
Ava Larisa Herrera
Laurie Ann Jackson *
Rebecca Sarah May Kaip
Holly Marie Keast *
Mohit Kumar
Melissa Dawn Kuntz
Cleah Solioso Lauroen
Janet Diane Lavoie
Caitlyn Luke
Maninder Singh
Mary Louise Marshall *
Emily Taylor Martens
Liam Mason
Stephanie Mclean
Treava Melanson
Tahani Muftah *
Gabrielle Lynn Noftall
Jasmin Riley Peters
Prince
Sagar Punia
Lisa Marie Satterley
Gurpinder Singh
Carrie Joanne Stratford *
Karry Lynn Darlene Strelezki *
Bhawandeep Singh Thind
Traci-Lynn Timony *
Rachel Van Hoffen *
Mackenzie Welch
Toni Yerrek
Tara-Lynn Young

Office Administration General
Shaimaa Alnouou *
Christopher Romeo Ang *
Jhulene Esquerra Anglican
Kierra Kaila Ariese
Simone Angelique Baillargeon *
Savannah Noel Banks *
Laurie-Lynn Baril
Stephanie Bateman
Jensen Sharon May Beattie
Jennifer Ann Berry
Stacy Taylor Bootsta *
Sherry Lynn Burnley
Rachel Renee Cheung
Mark William Edward Covell
Jessica Lohane Dias Martins
Ramiah Diri
Arlene Nicola Drouillard *
Sivar Eluyusuf
Cristendo Evangelista
Helena Friesen *
Selena Froese *
Juvy Lyn Gil
Ashley Marie Hargreaves
Ann Wanjuiru Hinga
Larae Badilla Hormigoso
Maddisen Jacques *
Ragab Kandel
Harpreet Kaur
Kiranpreet Kaur
Erwin Zandy Lara *
Nicole Marie Laur
Rahul Jit Luna *
Mandeep Kaur
Rachel Miriam McCallum
May Miguel-Suarez
Alieanna Munex *
Divya Nepal
Maggie Marie Oliveira
Maurya Dilipkumar Oza
Smit Jignesh Oza
Elyse Nicole Parker *
Marian Pausanos
Joseph Gerard Cyrille Perron *
Courtney Peters *
Simran Punia
Vilma Rama *
Kanj Fatima Reyah
Holly Ann Ringrose *
Elisabeth Margarete Marianne Ruppe *
Yash Bharat Sanghvi
Serena Seaton
Devanshu Mitesh Shah
Sukhjot Singh
Gabrielle Smith
Mackenzie Rose Solman *
Clarice Surigao *
Mehulkumar Vijaykumar Suthar
Juliana Thiessen *
Tobin Thomas
Shiela May Torres *
Brittney Suzanne Jessica Traver *
Shanice Ashleigh Nicole Travis
Alex Valiyaparambil John

Office Administration Health Services
Nadra Hajy Ally
Rachelle Christine Dagg
Krystal Maxwell
Jasleen Saini

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Operations Management
Jeffrey Adlawan
Adeyinka Ajibade
Joyce Albano
Joseph Anegeb
Alina Antony
Brenda Aranas
Ria Fe Ardiente
Favour Toluwanimi Babatunji
Akshay Bharti
Siddharth Bhatnagar
Gillian Ann Caguilta
Sruthy Chandran Sobha Vihar
Dhruv Chaudhari
Aimay Diocena Delgado
Dhrishi
Vatsal Rameshbhai Gandhi
Yash Sanjeev Garse
Rose Mary George
Vinavill Gerald
Prateek Hegde
Uruere Omamerhi Imoukhuede
Harshdeep Singh Johar
Sanjo Kerkodi John
Jesvin Johnson
Rosemary Jose *
Jifi Joy
Sai Krishna Reddy Jullakanti
Aashutosh K C
Kiran Kadanattu Padmakumar
Sanumol Kalluveettil Hentry
Ram Reddy Kankanala
Sruthi Karri
Saraswathy Kashmikandy
Sabhya Kaushal
Sayeed Hossain Kazi
Saikrishna Kothakonda
Rishu Kumar
Shanmukha Rahil Reddy Madireddy *
Lubna Nizamuddin Malek
Lordevena Nogaliza Mariano
Joel Mathew Thomas
Thaw Thaw Maung
Jyotika Mishra
Nishi Rajeshkumar Mistry
Abdelhaleem Mohamed
Anjana Mohan
Nishadhi Madhumekala Nanayakkarawasam K
Melani Kaushalya Navaratne
Vongphachanh Nonethapha
Jennifer Nnea Nwadiogbu
Olufoleanahan Donald Oguntoyinbo
Joshua Okunrinju
Saheed Sulaimon Olayinka
Chiamaka Clara Onwujei
Doyinsola Otunla
Surajkumar Devisharan Pal
Hemang Panchal
Tanmay Jayeschandra Parmar
Jayrashinj Vijaysinh Parmar
Meet Kiribhai Patel
Sumit Rajeshbhai Patel
Chintankumar Bhavikkumar Patel
Shubh Hareshkumar Patel
Mark Anthony Pineda
Abiyasini Prabaharan
Karanbhai Harishbhai Rabari
Arun Raju *
Thanishka Ramkumar
Shashidhar Naik Rathlavath
Gagan Sai Chaitanya Ravuri
Nikita Roy Joseph
Athira Santhosh
Darshan Tusharbhavi Shah
Subham Kumar Sharma
Sreekutty Sheeja Kumari
Vergineya Durshin Shyiananth
Sushma Shrestha
Ethige Tania Shenali Silva
Ameeyakumar Singh
Pooja Paresh Solanki
Sonu Stephen
Akith Indusara Subasinghe
Binny Sorab Syal
Louise Delfin Tasani
Nekeisha Taylor Wallace
Mc Lyndon Tolentino
Jexel Torrevillas
Akshat Darshan Tripathi
Kiran Viswanath

Professional Accounting
Lina Samir Almadhoun
Karan Naresh Chandnani
Fang Chen
Zhongtian Chen
Hsiao-Ching Fang *
Jessmon Joshy
Sruthi Lal Kanichukattu Lal
Devansh Gaurangbhai Khajanchi
Ingrid Alfaro Lim
Drew Javen Linton
Taimeng Miao
Phuong Truong Que Nguyen
Oliver Ortiz Paez
Janakkumar Himmatbhai Patel
Alexandre Takiguchi Monteiro
Xinyi Zhang

Professional Financial Services
Anil Ajay *
Amandeep Singh
Kunal Asija
Purnik Bhargava
Chelsea Rajesh Bhatia
Shrishti Bhattacharya
Pinak Vijay Chitnis
Aditya Parag Desai
Amandeep Singh Dhillon
Athulya Eldho
Xenaida Fernandes
Tarun Ratan Gangh
Kunj Dilipbhai Gohil
Loveleen Jassal
Rose Anne Javier
Jephin Joseph
Shaily Mehlukumar Joshi
Didace Kamiliindi
Pawanjit Kaur
Anand Kotwani
Abhishek Modha
Jinal Divyeshkumar Pastagia
Jimilkumar Nilesh Patel
Prabheen Kaur
Rinju Punnon Chacko
Shadab Khan
Dev Sandeepkumar Shah
Dhaval Shah
Dishtant Singhal
Ajay Ravibhai Sojitra
Adam Stanish
Shama Vallaveettil Althaf
Anuj Mayankbhai Vohra
Ningxin Xue *
Zainab Mohammedalmuktar Yahiya

Project Management
Dawood Abbasi
Zain Ul Abedin
Ayobami Ayobami Abiodun
Bankole Sunday Adejoyin

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies

Solomon Chinedu Agbodike
Kemar Aiken
Ijeoma Christiana Akatobi
Susanah Omohunola Akinfabiyi
Hamza Akram
Syed Annas Ali
Vidhya Anesh
Amal Dev Anjillottiyil Saji
Kathleen Dela Rosa Arcedera
Arafat
Harnoor Aulakh
Akinolu Alexander Ayeni
Timileyin Babatunde Badiru
Joselyn Tandog Baldoza
Lucas Balen Fernandes
Seela Basnet
Sumeet Manoj Bodhe
Dhaval Dhirubhai Chaudhary
Ishana Chopra
Saatvik Piyush Daga
Pavithra Damodharan
John Marlone De Ocampo
Radha Krishnajina Dissanayake
Dissanayake Mudiyansele
Elvis Osasumwen Erharuyi
Andres David Florian Gonzalez
Mark Joseph Garcia
Adriana Isabel Garcia Bolivar
Daniel Felipe Garcia Linares
Gauri Shanker
Andrea Gonzalez *
Ishan Gupta
Sandeep Kaur Gurm
Subin Gurung
Ngoc Cam Tu Huynh
Femi Ibirogba
Sureeta Inderdeo
Viratkumar Vijaykumar Italiya
Nisarg Kirtikumar Jariwala
Prince Joseph
Megha Kanikunnel Babu
Bisola Deborah Kanyinola
Evan Alexander Karigianis *
Ramandeep Kaur
Dheeraj Khanal
Tushar Parsotambhai Khatri
Neha Vinod Koshti
Suraj Subba Limbu
Sri Padmanabhan Madhu Sopna
Fraina Margarete Sales Manaloto
Jose Victor Mercado
Christelle Mofor
Trung Luu Nguyen
Chizzy Obiedo-Ezema
Mohammad Omar
Rahulkumar Maheshkumar Panchal
Neeraj Pannikottu Reji
Ronit Parajuli
Vivekkumar Dasharathbhai Patel
Neelkumar Bipinbhai Patel
Nileshkumar Mahendrakumar Patel
Sumit Jitubhai Patel
Parv Kamleshkumar Patel
Deeptkumar Gandalal Patel
Daniel Paul
Hoang Giang Pham *
Kevin Andres Ramirez Garcia
Bernadette Ramos *
Pruthvirajsinh Kishansinh Rathod
Adrin Roche
Ashy Roy
Daniel Felipe Rubio Rocha *
Angela Viviana Sastoque Mahecha
Mokshit Prafulkumar Shah
Tianshu Shang *
Kumar Shantanu
Shreyas Sampangi Ramaiah
Akhin Sunny
Shivani Ajitbhai Surani
Nikita Anilkumar Tiwari
Russel Torrenueva
Rafael Tronco
Stephanie Truelove *
Sebastian Urueña
Arthur Vido Silva
Thiago Vilhena Correa De Oliveira
Conor Warren

Project Management Essentials
Elizabeth W Austerberry
Loida Billanes

Project Management Specialist
Laura Kay *
Amanda Marie Moir

Sport and Event Marketing
Abubhakar Shakir
Eseoghene Mary Akpojivi
Oscar Esteban Ayon Sanchez *
Liam Carson
Diego Jose Contreras Segovia *
Dannis Jonathan
Hanna Czarina Gonzales *
Jeong Won Hwang
Kush Rakesh Jani
Jatinder Kaur
Rashmi Mahajan
Amadis Gilbert Mckay Nodarse
Stephanie Pavey *
Rahul Rahul
Aravind Rajasekharan Kaladevi
Randeep Singh Thind
Maeon Rose Van Meerbergen

Supply Chain Management - Logistics
Kehinde Mutiyat Adewale-Kareem
Jose Randy Agudo
Abhilash Ajayan
Whidad Omolola Ajibola
Akash Akilan
Ghalan Al Jassem
Sydney Cate Amen
Cyliya Antony
Stefany Arias Burtica
Moksha Prabhminimi Somasinghe Atimorathanne Gedara
Amikumar Atos
Anmol Bajgain
Sandeep Balami
Catalina Becerra Lotero
Fausat Bello
Vedant Ketankumar Bhatt
Sriharsha Chembelti
Mayank Chetwal
Jeremy Chmiel
Rahil Chopda
Luis Enrique Coral Broca
Mariela Cueva Villela
Samuel Cuevas Elias
Delna Dennis
Iryna Didenkul
Ellezer Dimaculangan
Mayankkumar Ramnarayan Dixit
Elvis Duong
Kavinraj Easwaramurthi
Aleena Elsa Joseph
Maggona Gurunnansele Mohan Kumara Ferdinand
Marianna Ferrer Pimenta Ferrer Pimenta
Faidat Bukola Folarin
Nabin Gaire
Angelica De Jesus Gamarra Rueda
Gunit Paramjit Gandhi

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.

Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies

Saran Singh Ganeshan
Abegail Gata
Jilu George
Tenagnework Getachew
Riya Gigi
Abhishek Gulati
Davina Haynes
Happy Hazra
Isuru Upendra Kumaratunga
Hidella Arachchige
Peter Chukwudi Ibeano
Luis Giancarlo Ingles Urias
Precious-Kish Ime Inyang
Jobin Jose
Jesmi Joseph
Aakash Kallalathil Puthiyapurayil
Gourish Kalra
Kiran Vamsi Kamini
Jaivignesh Kannan
Taehyung Kim
Rachel Namritha Kingsley
Jayakumar
Alan Krishna
Ajay Kuttikkat Neyyan Babu
Aung Moe Kyaw
Yong Hyuk Lee
Sachin Lenka
Sagar Malhotra
Deepika Manandhar Dhimal
Arivan Manoharan
Andrea Carolina Matamoros Castillo
Ikechukwu Mathias
Paloma Ngassam Mbiadjeu
Farjana Islam Mim
Salman Mubashar
Shreejith Nair
Ashwin Anand Nair
Reethu Prathikksha Natarajan
Jay Birenkumar Nathwani
Cherise Neblett
Thi Hoai Thi Nguyen
Praise Ogungale
Moses Chibuzor Okeke
Renna Marie Balbastro Omanan
Joyce Chioma Onuegbu
Lateef Olalekan Oyekan
Bhargav Pandit
Saurabh Patel
Jinu Paul
Alwin Paul
Marco Paula De Oliveira
Danica Joanne Terencio Perez
Mark Joseph Perez
Corina Patricia Perez Almeida
Claudia Patricia Pineda Ortiz
Piyush
Anjal Prashob
Sreekanth Rajappan
Adarsh Rajasekharan
Ravi
Daniela Rincon Valverde *
Syed Adnan Rizvi
Efrain Andres Rodriguez Lopez
Sanjay Oommen
Jitendra Shah
Chinmay Manish Shah
Meharaj Ahmed Shaik
Prabin Shakya
Ashil Shino
Suraj Shrestha
Ashraf Siddik
Aditya Sunil Singh
Sanju Pretham Sriram
Anushka Rajesh Sule
Neeraj Sunkara
Jose Kalappurackal Sunny
Yadukrishna Sureshkumar
Shriram Suthravey Raghunath Ra
Tamanna
Sanket Vikramkumar Thakkar
Savankumar Thakkar
Vijaysinh Shankarji Thakor
Tobin Thankachan
Melvin Thomas
Anu Thudummel Eldho
Janica Angelie Valdez
Don Deena Varghese *
Aditya Jayapakasan Velyath
Rajat Verma
Steven John Viji
Xavier Joseph
Deepak Yadav
Marites Yarcia *
Janset Yigit
Adona Zacharias
Prelude
The audience will please rise for the entrance of the Academic Procession.

Academic Procession of Graduates, Faculty and Platform Party
Led by Doug MacRae, Pipe Major, The 78th Fraser Highlanders Pipe Band

Salutation
Larry Verestiuk
Associate Dean, London South Campus

Introduction of the Platform Party

Greetings from Fanshawe College Board of Governors
Michael Geraghty

Greetings from Fanshawe Student Union
Stephin Sathya
President

President of Fanshawe College
Peter Devlin

Introduction of Honorary Diploma
Mansour Alqarni
Coordinator, Cybersecurity Program

Presentation of Honorary Diploma
Peter Devlin
to
Stephanie Meyer

Guest Speaker
Stephanie Meyer

Presentation of Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates
Fiorella Sabadin
Registrar

Presentation of College-Wide Awards
Peter Devlin

Governor General's Medal
Zitong Wang

Dean's Academic Award - Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies
Zitong Wang

Greetings from Fanshawe College Alumni Association
Sarika Gokhlani
Professional Financial Services '18

Conclusion
“O Canada”

Recession
The audience will please rise and remain standing during the departure of the academic party and the graduates.


\textbf{School of Information Technology}

\textbf{Computer Programmer Analyst}
- John Hilko Brands
- Behnaz Najafi *
- Ali Osseili

\textbf{Computer Programming and Analysis}
- Carlos Jonathan Alvarado

\textbf{Computer Systems Technician}
- Om Prakash Acharya
- Zarbaz Adnan
- Sarthak Amgain
- Aileen Joy Garcia Anesco
- Arjinder Singh
- Shikha Aryal
- Anup Chaudhary
- Andrew Conner Devoy
- Madhav Dural
- Babafemi Fasoyin
- Jo Anne Palmra Fernando
- Zixuan Ge
- Jacob Webster Govier
- Jordan Francis Grootenboer
- Gustavo Cesar Hernández Arriaga
- Jerome Ray Javaluyas
- Ryley Mast
- Alejandra Enith Moreno Espinosa
- Chisaraokwu Vivian Ogbuokiri
- John Colline Salar
- Miguel Angel Segura Hernandez
- Grisha Thapa Magar
- Zoya Virk
- David Mark Watson

\textbf{Computer Systems Technology}
- Matthew David Altobelli
- Scott John Matthew Berkvens

\textbf{Cyber Security}
- Kostiantyn Kucher

\textbf{Game Development Advanced Programming}
- Bruno Berti
- Sirapong Chinsaengchai
- Rameez Mohammed Ibrahim Khatri
- Diego Lima Bastos

\textbf{Health Care Office Assistant}
- Sarah Cristine Bennett *
- Cassandra Ruth Bieber
- Kaitlyn Mary Billing
- Rachel Chau *
- Krista Louise Couper
- Kathryn Blaine Derenzis *
- Susan Marie Gagnier
- Cathy Goodhue *
- Heather Guttridge *
- Yvonne B Lawson *
- Ashley Elizabeth Nadeau *
- Roseanne Harriet Oliver *
- Kirsten Stone *

\textbf{Health Systems Management}
- Frances Maritoni Alipio
- Arjun Rajendra Barde
- Marissa Batiller
- Rashika Bhatia
- Diego Nicolas Camacho Bonilla
- Alisha Ajitbhai Chavada
- Arsenii Chekalin
- Jaya Bharathi Chellapandi
- Urvish Manoj Dalwadi
- Damanpreet Kaur
- Susmita Dura
- Merlin Eapen
- Ankit Emanuel
- Jan Derrick Fernandez
- Shubhangi Subhash Fuke
- Shishir Gartaula
- Ballav Ghimire
- Rishab Grover
- Rakshit Gupta
- Rubi Gwachha
- Barbara Abena Hammond
- Anju Joseph
- Susma Kafle
- Sandeep Kaur
- Neelam Khan
- Rushikesh Khandelwal
- Darshikumar Vijaybhai Kheni
- Srvan Sarosh Koduri
- Kudiratu Lawal *
- Katrina Louise Mailed
- Moataz Mohammed
- Cheryl Nicholas
- Aisosa Etnosa Ogbunie
- Chisom Chiamaka Chiamaka Okafor
- Nikita Bharatbhai Panchal
- Bijaya Parajuli
- Sakshi Sohamkumar Parekh
- Shiv Rakesh Kumar Patel
- Binal Aniket Kumar Patel
- Dhruv Samar Patel
- Ashwarya Prakash
- M Weragoda Kapuarachchige
- Kalani Kaushalya Ranasinghe

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
**Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies**

**Information Security Management**
- Loveth Lumumba Adeh
- Afees Olanrewaju Akinade
- Pius Oluwole Ibukun Akoshile
- Ankush
- Oluwatobi Solomon Bankole
- Muna Baral
- Ankit Baskota
- Jitesh Kumar Behera
- Kelvin Syrian Christian
- Sunshine Cotejo
- Anju Devassia
- Malav Dipak Mistry
- Vincent Galope
- Christian Garcia
- Rahul Goyal
- Sarad Gurung
- Amit Gurung
- Ehichiyoa Gamel Idiakhoa *
- Moksha Rojer James
- Hiralben Vijaykumar Jani
- Hanzala Javed
- Ahamed Sajid Jazook Ahamed
- Jithin Josekutty
- Chinwendu Love Julius
- Aashish K C
- Philbert Kweyamba Kaijage
- Urmila Kalita
- Niti Manoj Kanadia
- Gajanan Sanjay Kulkarni
- Pratap Kumar Lakkakula
- Gihan Shamike Liyanage
- Gerald Clifford Madia
- Shanjeevan Mahesapalan
- Kaviya Mohanan Mavilodan
- Mitchell Phiffer Miyahira
- Raymond Moses Jeyachandran
- Nya Edem Offiong
- Emmanuel Okon
- Omolade Oludoyi
- Vatsal Tarun Kumar Patel
- Apurvkumar Kalpeshbhai Patel
- Chirag Ashokbhai Prajapati
- Jhanvi Jitendra Kumar Prajapati
- Manideep Puligilla
- Deepika Ravichander
- Santosh Rijal
- Lambert Anonuevo Riosa
- Saiganesh Jeyapandi
- Saqib Ameenuilla Shariff
- Bhadresh Vrajal Savalia
- Inderjeet Singh Sehra
- Neel Hemal Shah
- Vikas Sharma
- Mohammad Maruf Siddiquee
- Sirsha Thapa
- Richelle Anne Tupaz
- Jay Anil Vanraj
- Abdul-Kareem Younis
- James Zhu *

**Internet Applications and Web Development**
- Khashayar Norouzi

**Mobile Application Development**
- Gopika Ajith
- Omar Adel Eid Almasri
- Nishchal Bhattacharai
- Rohit Bisht
- Akash Cheruvil Bijuemon
- Vishal Rajeshbhai Chhabhraiya
- Vikas Dhirubhai Devani *
- Angel Rose Eldhose
- Rajan Gaire
- Chris-Brien Glaze *
- Akhilesh Reddy Gurrula
- Sangam Gurung
- Pratik Gurung *
- Suraj Gurung *
- Harneet Kaur
- Felipe Holanda Honorio Brito
- Hitarth Bharatkumar Kakad
- Ankur Kalson *
- Manpreet Kaur
- Kumar Kushagra *
- Lakhyveer Singh
- Sumikendhar Mamidi
- Roshan Mandal
- Ajay Amit Mandani *
- Sergio Mauud Golbert *
- Mohammad Fayed
- Nihay Yousf Salt Mohammed Youssaf Sait
- Dhwan Vipulkumar Patel
- Priyankumar Ashokkumar Patel
- Khyati Rajnikant Patel
- Harikrishnan Ponath Gopinadhan
- Raman Singh
- Puru Rana
- Rashib
- Dwijen Girish Rathod
- Karl Michael Reyes *
- Charles Sudipta Roy
- Het Jayeshkumar Shah
- Devshree Dineshkumar Sharma
- Donghua Shen *
- Sandeep Singh
- Rajdeep Singh
- Harimol Sivadas
- Sohail Ahmed
- Arjun Sumesh
- Sunny Tamang
- Akhil Thomson Roy
- Jobson Varghese
- Christy Varghese
- Aravind Vattappallil Renjith
- Peiwen Zhou *

**Network and Security Architecture**
- Adarsh Babu
- Ayodele Stephen Ajayi
- Lininraj Chalikadavathu Rajan
- Orrette Fenton Flemmings
- Asmit Ghimire
- Lydia Jerono Kiprotich
- Bishal Swarnkar
- Godwin Uche
- Vasu Mansukhlal Vachhani
- Duane Andrew Britton Williams

**Software and Information Systems Testing**
- Grace Abag
- Oluwadamilola Israel Alao
- Usama Amjad
- Anwardeep Singh
- Akintomide Oluwaseun Atene
- Sona Elizabath Babu
- Vaibhav Dolatsinh Baria *
- Meriam Alvarez Bofill
- Ami Jitendra Kumar Chauhan
- Jesojir Chirakkakaran Jaimon
- Xian Chu
- Aleena Cyriac
- Sudip Dhakal
- Feona Donnal
- Sakshi Dwivedi
- Abisoye Sodiq Eyiuwuawi
- Al Prince Barola Fernandez

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies

Waduge Pavithri Priyanwada Fernando
Shaivil Swapnil Gandhi
Zibo Gao
Reshma George
Sarah George
David Conrad Giesbrecht *
Sushanta Giri
Gurpreet
Aashish Gyawali
Anushka Gayanthi Hapukotuwa *
Marila Hernandez
Anika Bushra Iman
Jagdeep Singh
Jaison Varghese
Joan Jolly
Samyukta Kala *
Simran Kaur Saini
Kishan Khadka *
Kalana Geethanjana Kumarawadu *
Manish Lamichhane
Christopher James Cordero Leach
Paribesh Limbu
Suleiman Ahamed Mamman
Prasha Maskey
Jayanth Jayaraman Mohan
Rhea Vijay Nair
Dhruvi Birenkumar Nathwani
Ayush Nepal
Diego Norberto Novoa Cabrera
Chukwuemeka Theodore Ochuba
Jaicing Pan
Kshitiz Pandit
Vishal Parashar
Prajesh Bipinchandra Parikh
Namishaben Rashmikant Parmar
Malavkumar Mukeshbhai Patel
Adyline Perez
Urusha Puri
Dan Dave Santiago Ralutin
Rahul Rampal
Valiene Kriska Maria Ferraz
Refuerzo *
Harkirat Singh Sandhu
Mauricio Santos
Sankalpa Sapkota
Rahil Shakya
Jahnvi Sharma
Shiraj Sharma
Jiahe Shi
Sumin Shrestha
Rashmeet Singh
Amandeep Singh
Vijayan Suntharanarajan
Vidarbh Vasantkumar Suthar
Jance Tausa
Amith Thomas
Hardik Hasmukhbhai Valand
Allen Varugheese
Lavanya Veerapuram
Yadu Nandan
Yashkirti
Jayash Mahipatsinh Zala

Technical Systems Analysis
Binkal Vishal Ahir
Anshu Chinu Jayi
Antas Raja Antas Raja
Mohit Manojkumar Dalwadi
Ram Krishna Dhakal
Maitri Hemantkumar Gandhi
Janitha Erandika Hewamana Hewa Manage
Prinson Joseph
Jude Ferolous
Adit Suresh Kallingapuram
Nikhil Manohar Kariyil
Kirandeep Kaur
Eshan Kumar
Manish Lamichhane
Soha Salimbhai Mobh
Vipul Kumar Nanriya
Heta Sanjay Patel
Shivangi Naresh Patel
Chetha Shridhar Poojari
Navya Rajan
Radhika Rajesh
Rohith Rav vindra Nathan Nair *
Ashish Regmi
Abrar Sharief Saleem
Surya Sasikala
Jaini Samirkumar Shah
Alen Shaju
Hornmuth Sharma
Babin Shrestha

Web Development and Internet Applications
Jaejin Lee
Damir Mukhamedkali
Tanawitch Saentree

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
### London South Campus

**Agri-Business Management**
- Abhishek
- Shirisa Acharya
- Rojina Adhikari
- Bhanubhakta Adhikari
- Esther Tosin Akinyemi
- Amit
- Anirudh Sharma
- Aash Arora
- Arshdeep Kaur
- Arshdeep Singh
- Babita Aryal
- Aarati Aryal
- Bableen Singh
- Aldemar Ban-O
- Inderpal Singh Banipal
- Garry Bansal
- Karan Bhagat
- Sagar Bhandari
- Sophiya Bhatta
- Ashika Bista
- Dave Blais
- Subhojit Bose
- Taylor Ann Buckrell
- Sraya Burra
- Nehal Gijubhai Chauhan
- Sathish Chinni
- Purna Dhanuk
- Ritu Dharel
- Venkata Sainmanoj Dhulipalla
- Jaskiran Kaur Farwaha
- Anup Gautam
- Jigyasha Gautam
- Prabin Ghimire
- Mary Vineela Golamari
- Govind Singh
- Amanda Christina Gubbels
- Gurdeep Singh
- Gurlal Singh
- Harpreet Kaur
- Emmanuel Chiweta Iyeh
- Jaspree Singh
- Nitisha Karki
- Shree Krishna Karki
- Prabh Karki
- Rupinder Kaur
- Ishneet Kaur
- Navneet Kaur
- Harjot Kaur
- Khushpreet Singh
- Sharmila Kothapalli
- Ritika Kukreti
- Atul Kumar
- Yeshwanth Kunchala
- Pallvi Mahajan
- Ankikumar Rajeshbhai Makwana
- Pavan Kumar Mandoddi
- Annu Mathew
- Jean Paul Tshika Mukendi
- Jaypal Narhardan Nadir
- Sween Narula
- Poonam Nepali
- Parminder Singh
- Payal
- Yash Arunkumar Prapajati
- Harsha Vardhan Pyla
- Raminder Singh
- Shaminder Rana
- Rapanpreet Singh
- Nidhiben Hamirsinh Rathod
- Rabin Rimal
- Saman Kaur
- Noordeep Sandha
- Roshan Ali Shaik
- Aryan Sharma
- Satinder Singh
- Harjinder Singh
- Jagsheer Singh
- Manveer Singh
- Akash Sodhi
- Sukhpreet Kaur
- Neeraj Surendran
- Neil Allan Richard Taylor
- Alisha Thangachan Shaji
- Nelly Catalina Torres Hernandez
- Akash Ignas Vishwambandhu
- Mani Babu Yedupati

**Business and Information Systems Architecture**
- Talal Ali
- Elizabeth Antony
- Apoorva Bangaru Vasanth Kumar
- Ashwin Bhadran
- Harsh Chauhan
- Sonakshi Dahiya
- Yashvi Keyurbhai Desai
- Sandra Dileep
- Rishika Sree Gaddam
- Akhila Gali
- Ismeet Singh
- Emil Joseph
- Khushmita Nitin Kanadia
- Shikha Kartikkumar Kothari
- Vineethkumar Labshetty
- Saurabh Shekhar Labre
- Sai Ganesh Medepalli
- Varun Ulupi Mehta
- Vidhi Atulkumar Nayak
- Omolara Olowookere
- Dhruv Rajesh Pandya
- Jhanvi Utpal Pandya
- Francisco Javier Paredes
- Calderon

**Business Management**
- Sarah Abraham
- Abosede Aderinsola Adekambri
- Raghav Aggarwal
- Hongxuan Ai
- Ajeetpal Kaur Alagh
- Anajewku
- Ani Ann Sabu
- Rajmohan Reddy Anugu
- Diego Arias Torres
- Sukhpreet Kaur Arora
- Foram Mahendrakumar Patel
- Krupal Prahladbhai Patel
- Mohak Chiragkumar Patel
- Shraddhdhaben Kiritkumar Patel
- Zeel Patel
- Naufiya Plavungal Abdul Rasheed
- Corion Pradhan
- Remya Rajan
- Santosh Kumar Reddi
- Sarhaanahmed Nisar Ahmed Saiyed
- Mathew Saji
- Samiksha
- Aayush Atulbhai Shah
- Upendar Telukuntla
- Agnes Teodoro
- Nidhi Shivajirao Tikone
- Vedant Niraj Trivedi
- Shabnam Vadakke Kolet Pavyakkadavath
- Sunilkumar Venkatesan
- Harmandeep Kaur Virk
- Aashin Arun Vithuvettikal
- Keerthiga Yoganathan

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.*
Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies

Rishabh Arora
Dare Samuel Arowosoge
Arshdeep Kaur
Gabriel Austriaco
Aditya Rajendra Babar
Karen Balbuena
Kehinde Joan Adedoyin Bello
Shilpa Bhardwaj
Meenu Binu
Boney Boban
Susan Bridget Paul
Sheila Marie Carretero *
Prajesh Chalasani
Chirangi Dhirajkumar Chavda
Celine Ifeoma Chibuzo-Iwuagwu *
Abdurrahman Alp Citak
Jagruti Bharatbhai Darji
Priyank Yogeshbhai Desai *
Catherine Bhay De Leon Diciembre *
Harsh Hemant Doshi
Rachel Dsouza
Teja Praharsha Edugani
Grace Onoriode Epiia
Bhavya Ethakota
Kaushal Sunilkumar Gaud
Thomas George
Akash Ranjan Giri
Shiera Nicole Go
Anoushka Hamirwasia
Abdulazeez Shekoni Haroun
Vyas Harshil Umesh
Ochefije Blessing Ineke
Jatin
Noel Johann Job
Alex Paul Joseph
Ananthu Kallarakal Sajeevan
Pargat Kamboj
Neha Niyaz Kapdi
Priyanka Katyal
Nitya Kaul *
Simran Kaur
Reemsho Kazhunnur George
Mohammed Aliq Khan
Akhsha Kodwani
Kanwardeep Singh Lodhi
Deepshika Reddy Loka
Tanvi Hussain Lokhandwala
Rashmi Kamlesh Malkani
Miguel Carlo Dela Pierre Manzano
Melvin Mathew *
Mamta Mehrotra
Meshwa Kaushikkumar Mehta
Sonam Mishra
Kushagra Mishra
Mohammed Asjed
Bharat Mohindru
Mary Shiela Mojado
Anupama Muraleedharan
Abhaye Muraleedharan Sujala
Moyosoreoluwa Christianah Ogunbanjo *
Aderonke Oluwakemi Orimoloye *
Elyce Adelaine Paggabao
Pardeep Kumar
Hirenkumar Natubhai Patel
Richa Pareshbhai Patel *
Bhagya Maheshkumar Patel
Prabitra Ramprasad Pathak
Muthuthanirge Shenela Romini Peiris *
Ficyl Philip
Michelle Angela Pon-An *
Jai Pruthi
Gaurav Rajesh Raikundila
Renuka Harshdipsinh Raj
Rajveer Kaur
Ravi
Ravinder Singh
Kanchan Sunil Rawlani
Amor Kristine Roska *
Silpa Roy
Aml Sabu
Mohammed Sarfaraz *
Jain Sebastian
Saloni Devangbhai Shah
Iliyas Ahmed Hussain Shaik*
Dipti Sharma
Kritik Sherawat
Sushmita Shrestha
Simran
Shambhavi Singh
Vedant Singh
Mandeep Singh
Abhinav Narayan Singh
Sooraj Krishnan
Jasiya Sunny
Rebecca Tamang
Vishal Tandon
Aniket Thakkar
Lithin Thankachan
Alden Tom
Gaurav Mani Tripathi
Windel Tupaz
Pranali Girishbhai Vaghela
Akash Vaidum
Vineeth Reddy Varangangi *
Nijja Varghese
Nirmi Anilbhai Vyas
Sindhu Yarabadi
Ansh Viral Zaveri

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.

Faculty of Business, Information Technology and Part-Time Studies

Vidhi Jagdeepbhai Joshi
Mikitaben Hareshbhai Kalathiya *
Gursharan Kaur *
Iman Atic Ahmed Khan *
Md Asifuzzaman Khan *
Liniya Kuriakose
Keshari Maharjan
Jahnavi Mangena *
Sudalai Eswaran Mariappan
Aiswarya Mathew *
Krizza Mariz Roberto Menez *
Nitika Mittal *
Fathima Zamra Mohamed Haris *
Payal Ramakant Mundada *
Mahima Vipulkumar Nagar
Tran Thao Hyen Nguyen
Nova Mariam George *
Jacob Pallathu Jacob
Vatsalsinh Anilkumar Parmar
Emily Janice Passanha *
Aayushi Rameshbhai Patel *
 Krishna Pradipkumar Patel *
Sonuben Patel
Anjali Sureshbhai Patel
Tejas Hareshkumar Patel
Ameebahen Mahendra Kumar Patil
Mega Rajeshbhai Patil
Allen Anthony Peter
Pritam Pokrel *
Maritess Polillo *
Pooja
Yogina Dashrathbhai Prajapati *
Jessie Jr. Quesada *
Manisha Rana *
Raveena Sudheer
Ravi
Sachin
Raghav Sahni *
Gurupriya Saini *
Mugisha Imdadali Saiyed
Anu Saji *
Aloha Jhoanna Salazar *
Karen Ria Segundo *
Jahnvi Sanjay Shah *
Khushboo Sharma
Curie Shrestha *
Suman Shrestha *
Vedika Shyamsundar Pushbalatha
Saima Siddiqui
Simran Kaur *
Maureen Singson *
Harshith Soma
Caroline Carol Tatlonghari *
Sudikshya Timalsina *
Shristika Timsina
Rachana Todimela
Marjorie Tuazon *
Annette Vijay Tuscano
Shrini Anupam Upadhyay
Janviben Chaturbhai Vaghasiya *
Asha Shailendra Vaghela
Tanya Verma
Anjana Vijay *
Janelle Villalobos

Information Technology Infrastructure

Divine Grace Abbu *
Aashima Aggarwal
Nishanth Ambujakshan
Libin Babu
Riya Babu
Erwin Condez Baradas *
Archit Yogeshkumar Dave
John Izuchukwu Eze *
Jaspreeet Kaur
Bhumika Khubyani
Ancy Kolenchery Joseph
Shirisha Manchikanti
Dexter Nune *
Ogechi Chizua Ogbonna *
Gilbert Giegbefuvhen Ojo *
Riddhi Jineshbhai Patel
Aarjav Darshankumar Patel
Harshil Narendrakumar Patel
Amartya Rana
Jermi Sathiyam
Sachhyam Shrestha *
Nikitha Shyamsundar *
Swetha Sridhar
Rujma Thapa Magar *
Jagthish Ganesan Thever
Dyson Thomas
Friday Onyejenamin Uwabor
Akhil Verma
Karthika Vijayan *
Royal Rajesh Wasker
Ravi Ranjan Yadav

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Facility of Science, Trades and Technology

Donald J. Smith School of Building Technology
Norton Wolf School of Aviation and Aerospace Technology
School of Applied Science and Technology
School of Transportation Technology and Apprenticeship

Faculty of Creative Industries
School of Contemporary Media
School of Design
School of Digital and Performing Arts
School of Tourism, Hospitality and Culinary Art

Prelude
The audience will please rise for the entrance of the Academic Procession.

Academic Procession of Graduates, Faculty and Platform Party
Led by Doug MacRae, Pipe Major, The 78th Fraser Highlanders Pipe Band

Salutation
Dr. Dana Morningstar
Associate Dean, School of Design

Introduction of the Platform Party

Greetings from Fanshawe College Board of Governors
David Ross

Greetings from Fanshawe Student Union
Stephin Sathya
President

President of Fanshawe College
Peter Devlin

Introduction of Honorary Diploma
Matt Grady
Professor, School of Contemporary Media

Presentation of Honorary Diploma
Peter Devlin
to
Denise Pelley

Guest Speaker
Denise Pelley

Presentation of Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates
Fiorella Sabadin
Registrar

Presentation of College-Wide Awards
Peter Devlin

Dean's Academic Award – Faculty of Science, Trades and Technology
Donald Hallet

Dean's Academic Award – Faculty of Creative Industries
Avery Mensah

Greetings from Fanshawe College Alumni Association
E海拔t MacKinnon
Corporate Communications and Public Relations '14

Conclusion
“O Canada”

Recession
The audience will please rise and remain standing during the departure of the academic party and the graduates.
Donald J. Smith School of Building Technology

Architectural Technology
Levi James Bos
Luke Adam Bos
Tricelle Cummings
Paige Diane Decker
Cole Jamieson Doig
Bibiyemi Elizabeth Funsho
Neetu Gill
Tage Graham
Haneen Basim Hadi
Johanna Lynn Elizabeth Hone
Mark Kliwer
Denise Henderika Kroes
Dominic Anthony Mazza
Charles Francisccus Mcallister
Laura Catalina Mendoza Castro *
Hannah Audrey Montgomery
Ryan Pham
Nicole Teresa Pierce
Tristan Ridley
Jean Pascal Rukundo
Austin Ryan Shatilla
Lia Taylor
Dakota Martin Yakowenko
Bohan Zhang

BIM and Integrated Practice
Abdullah Suhail
Yasser E Abou Douma
Khaled Ammous
Meghana Sri Balusu
Maitree Hitesh Kumar Bhavsar
Alejandro Butrabi Neira
Joseph Pernez Calambacal
Livia Castro Nehme *
Nidhi Rajeshkumar Chaudhari *
Samarthkumar Prashantbhai Contractor *
Sharon Michel Di Antonio Rodriguez
Devisree Dinesh
Mathew Vinu George
Jehan Tomol Gloria *
Mary Kristine Guevara *
Dhruv Gulati
Vinod Jonnada
Jithu Joseph
Harsha Kalavampara Jyothis
Nasrin Manakkathodi Ali
Enrique Mayorga
Prashob Menachery Eldho
Jayakrishnan Nair
Pratik Anil Obhan
Julia Oeschler Lessa *
Tulio Cesar Pereira *
Mayra Alejandra Pinzon Carrera
Prince Kumar
Sinson Reji
Gloria Sabu
Gladwin Saju
Suchit Shah
Akshaya Stanley
Pareshbhui Shankarbhui Sutariya
Faiz Ahmad Warsi

Building Renovation Technology
Paige Jaclynn Marie Askew
Ty Benjamin Carter
Dah Blue Soe Soe Dah
Mitchell Shean Dillon
Ian Christopher Gregg
Evans Andrew Mcgregor
Aleks Pede
Andrew John Jackson Shackleton

Carpentry and Renovation Technician
Bareq Ali Al-Obaidi
Connor Frederick Ballentine
Santiago Beltran
Dylan James Bradburn
Thomas James Caughell
Peter Evan Chesla
Won Woo Choi *
Bradley George Coutts
Cameron Mccoill Dew
Sergey Greg Fischer
William Oliver Garner
Gavin Leonard Scott Gingrich
Riene Harper
Jack Kelly Harvey
Colton Edward Jones
Daimindu Das Mahadurage
Ethan Robert Marks
Isaac Timothy George Mcginnis
Kathleen Alexandra Szonyi McKenzie *
James Muncey
Alexandra Jeanne Old
Adam Jacob Perez Salvador
Thomas Scott Pevalin
Noah Richard Roberts
Daniel Roelens
Luke Taylor Rosati
Gerardo Daniel Silva Valencia
Nathan Hugo Stahl
Mason Robert Van Namen
Daniel John Vander
Ethan Winter
Ian C Wolsey
Guilherme De Brito Ferreira
Evan Andrew Paul Fleck *

Civil Engineering Technology
Matthew Jonathan Abell
Anas Ayayda
Annabel Biro *
Timothy Chung Wing Chau
Daniel Andres Cordoba Santana
Jacob Isaac Cuthbert
Ninos David *
Raaafat El-Kotob
Leila Elasmars
Daniel Gonzalez Lopez
Nathan Robert-Dennis Good
Ahmad Hariri
Skyler Jason Edward Hughes
Levi Cole Humber
Jacob David Huston
Jomar Jon Jovellanos
Aleem Khan
Mclean John Newcombe
Broderrick Dalton Victor Pemberton
Ethan Oliver Perritt
Joel Philip Jose
Dina Abdelrahma Ramadan
Filipe Rodovalho De Castro
Camillo Rodriguez Cortes
Joshua Abraham Rodriguez Sanchez
Benjamin Sciberras
Dipesh Thapa
Ben John Thompson
Bai Xi Wu

Construction Engineering Technology
Noah Robert A Burns
Nicholas Andrew Clutterbuck

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
### Faculty of Science, Trades and Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael Emilio Corrado</td>
<td>Mihir Milind Chikodikar</td>
<td>Dharmesh Avadhesh Mishra</td>
<td>Felipe Rodriguez Serna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gianfranco Cosentino</td>
<td>Valentin Clemente</td>
<td>Mukthyar Baig Mohammed</td>
<td>Aparajeeuta Rout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Cox</td>
<td>Maicon Wesley Da Silva</td>
<td>Shubham Ashok Mohmed</td>
<td>Urvish Rinkubhai Ruwala</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Desjardins</td>
<td>Gautam Surath Dakua</td>
<td>Naing Ko Ko Zin</td>
<td>Jalaluddin Saiyad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Kaluza</td>
<td>Khush Dikpal Dave</td>
<td>Siddharth Mehulkumar Nayak</td>
<td>Sandra Sajeey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramiz Jamal Kareem</td>
<td>Julian Franklin David</td>
<td>Kyaw Thet Oo</td>
<td>Ahmed Salaheldin Hamdy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dawson Quinton Maloney</td>
<td>Gurjyot Singh Dhanjal</td>
<td>Oluwatobi Chimdiebube</td>
<td>Sreeakshmi Salim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tye Stephen McAuley</td>
<td>Yash Nileskumar Dungrani</td>
<td>Oyekanmi</td>
<td>Manuel Sanchez Garcia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Moressa</td>
<td>Ifeoluwa Ayotomiwa Fowode</td>
<td>Daniele Pacheco Oliveira De Arauj</td>
<td>Geeta Saud</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan William Nancekivell</td>
<td>Manjul Gambhir</td>
<td>Margret Gibina Paiva</td>
<td>Venus Sebastian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Thomas Rick</td>
<td>Gayatri Ramchandra Gambhire</td>
<td>Ruchi Dineshchandra Panchal</td>
<td>Ashesh Prashantbhai Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Sawyer</td>
<td>Suman Gautam</td>
<td>Rabin Raj Parajuli</td>
<td>Paras Jayesh Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minguen Song</td>
<td>Rishirajsinh Dharmendrasingh Gohil</td>
<td>Raphael Parayil Shaji Mathew</td>
<td>Shaqgufta Gulammabi Shaikh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yakym Tiutyk</td>
<td>Uday Chandra Gotoor</td>
<td>Digma Sanjaybhai Patel</td>
<td>Jerin Jomon Shaji Sherly John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nancy Totino</td>
<td>Maneet Kaur Gulati</td>
<td>Harsh Sureshbhai Patel</td>
<td>Anandu Shirly Anil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Wallace</td>
<td>Bishal Gurung</td>
<td>Rutvik Sandipbhai Patel</td>
<td>Devdatt Sanjay Shrikhande</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hitesh Babubhai Hadiya</td>
<td>Parth Ashishbhai Patel</td>
<td>Harmeet Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harsh Ghanshyambhaj Jasoliya</td>
<td>Drhuv Arvindkumar Patel</td>
<td>Amreen Singh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jasmin Jayme</td>
<td>Jay Rambhai Patel</td>
<td>Devi Chandana Sreedevi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monsuru Akinyemi Mimoh</td>
<td>Shivam JITendra Patel</td>
<td>Sujan Shrestha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steffin Jose</td>
<td>Nirmalkumar Kanubhai Patel</td>
<td>Shri Vishnu Sunkadakatte Mohan Kumar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Harsha Vardhan Kancharla</td>
<td>Yuvraj Mineshkmur Patel</td>
<td>Vibin Sunny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sruithi Karri</td>
<td>Monil Ronakkumar Patel</td>
<td>Harshil Devendrabbai Suthar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simran Kaur</td>
<td>Shrey Sureshkmur Patel</td>
<td>Mehdi Hassan Syed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roshna Kozhisseri</td>
<td>Tinsha Paul</td>
<td>Syed Jaleeluddin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Daksh Kumar</td>
<td>Agnus Paul</td>
<td>Shifa Parveen Thajudeen Najuma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Thumalka Melani Kumari</td>
<td>Merin Rose Paul</td>
<td>Robin Thapa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Project</td>
<td>Ranasinghe Kumarsasinghe</td>
<td>Ianna Louise Pulvera Perales</td>
<td>Maharajan Thiru Kotti Mariappan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Mudiyanselage</td>
<td>Aashish Poudel</td>
<td>Andres Humberto Uribe Gomez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Muhammad Faisal Kunnath Abdul Samad</td>
<td>Kiran Prakash</td>
<td>Krutarth Bharatbhai Vaidya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krishna Kunwar</td>
<td>Anaswara Prasad</td>
<td>Basil Varghese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pema Lama</td>
<td>Vishnu Puthiya Purayil</td>
<td>Pretty Varghese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shriya Mahajan</td>
<td>Arjun Rai</td>
<td>Vishnu Prasad Venugopalan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Khushboo Anilbhai Makwana</td>
<td>Arjay Ramos</td>
<td>Yadukrishna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samaanatha Manoj</td>
<td>Rasanpreet Singh</td>
<td>Zakariya Shaik Mohamed Yunus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Varsha Manu</td>
<td>Harsh Vardhan Singh Rathore</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ritty Mathai</td>
<td>Shoun Thomas Regi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Camila Rodrigues Dubal Soares</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
**Faculty of Science, Trades and Technology**

**Norton Wolf School of Aviation and Aerospace Technology**

**Aerospace Operations Management**
- Jephunneh Caermare
- Claudio Luiz Castro Silva *
- Francish Gautam
- Victor Chukwudi Ibenye
- Tristan Mangabat *
- Mohammed Saleha Rafi
- Muhammad Tayyab Nazir *
- Keval Vijaykumar Patel
- Jatin Shakkarwal
- Satyam Shrestha *
- Shubham Kumar *
- Syed Fardeen
- Altamas Harunrasid Thakor
- Kartikrao Ishwarrao Varadi

**Aircraft Structural Repair Technician**
- Vince Joshuard Modina
- Mohamed Fayaz
- Nithyaruban Pathmanathan

**Applied Aerospace Manufacturing**
- Richard Adebowale Adegun *
- Shamia Akhtar
- Prit Shantilal Bhanushali *
- Joy Piyush Christian *
- Sachinthani Gamlath Arachchige
- Roger Alfonso Lopez Vargas
- Nimani Praveena Mannapperuma
- Mannapperuma Mohotti Appuhamilage *
- Yashkumar Amitbhai Mayatra
- Yash Mukesh Mehar
- Mohammed Basheeruddin Naveed *
- Piyumal Nissanka Nissanka
- Bamunu Arachchige *
- Yassir Mubeen Ottathaikkal Salim
- Pavitra Shitalkumar Patel
- Jincy Amitbhai Patel
- Shivam Krishnakant Patel *
- Prabhjot Singh
- Moiz Shabbirbhai Primuswala
- Yedhu Krishnan Raghavan
- Unnikrishnan *
- Aditya Sanjay Rajgurav *
- Royal Movish Suares
- Smit Upreti *

**Aviation Technician - Aircraft Maintenance**
- Jack Boughton
- Yunfan Chen
- Jongyoon Choi
- Jack Benjamin Fisher
- Christian Hartman
- Saad Irfan
- Justice Jerard Leblanc
- Jonathon Norman McRae
- Harrison Noble *
- Isabella Rose Ryan
- Kyle William Schilling
- Shayne Bradley Doher Steele

**Aviation Technician - Avionics Maintenance**
- Haoran Chang
- Saurav Sain

**Aviation Technician - Aircraft Maintenance and Avionics**
- Phillip Jan Eisinga

**Commercial Flight and Aviation Leadership**
- Michael Alexander Middel
- Kevin James Wimperis

**Composites and Advanced Materials Aerospace Manufacturing**
- Neeraj Joshi
- Nicolas Sierra Veloza *
- Flight Services
- Annika Marie Thompson

**Remotely Piloted Aerial Systems Commercial Operations**
- Ivan Mauricio Adarme Cornejo
- Deleena Linet Antony
- Rohan Bhardwaj
- Moby Kurian
- Vaibhav Jagdishchandra Makwana *
- Manpreet Kaur
- Arikrishnan Marimuthu
- Dushyant Panwar
- Rutubahen Anikumar Patel
- Krunal Jayantibhai Patoliya
- Lekshmy Poovakulathu
- Gopalakrishnan Nair
- Erika Nashielli Saldana Ibanez
- Sambhav Sapkota *
- Sivaraj Sivadas Menon
- Twinkle Vipulkumar Soni
- Sreelekshmi Sreeja
- Dmytro Ushatenko
- Ravi Yadav
- Akshaykumar Jivrajbhai Zadafiya

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
School of Applied Science and Technology

**Applied Mechanical Design**
Majed Alhmoud
Mohammad Lutfi Mahmoud
Arjoub
Het Aung Myin
Yuvraj Singh Bhatti
Shainit Devajibhai Chanchad
Ryan Patrick Daluven
Rishikumar Samirkumar Dave
Adarsh Dinesh
Syed Zohob Haider
Saurabh Sarajit Halder
Abdul Rafey Mehmood
Awad Na'lawi
Harleen Singh Nara
Vishal Sureshbhai Patel
Uchit Mukeshkumar Patel
Neha Ashok Patil
Priyadarshan
Rakesh Manjibhai Ramani
Rishav Rauniyar Shah
Jino Reena Sundar
Ashutosh Sharma
Thushara Madubashana Silva
Aij Varkey
Aswin Zachariah

**Chemical Laboratory Technology - Science Laboratory**
Aida Balaz
MacKenzie Sarah Ransom

**Electrical Engineering Technician**
Rishi Bhardwaj
Duan Hung Le

**Electrical Techniques**
Ahmad Aljassem
Zachary William Barber *
Jacob Booth
Mckenna Callow *
Bradie Cunningham
Devin Darren D’hoine *
Jason Dieu
John Vincent Dimaculangan
Dallas John Victor Elliott
Jack Foster
Carter Francis Gheller
Levar Gordon
Braiden James Gregory
Tyson Steven Haig
Zachary Holden
Jacob John Hrycak *
Jakob Ryan Jeifs
Ankita Kalyankar *
Callie Leblond
Benjamin Gerald Macfadden
Sunil Mahara *
John Martin
Christopher Hunter Maslen
Alexander Reid Mitrovic
Josue Rafael Orellana Alas
Alec Pennell *
Ethan Edison Pimentel
Antony Poulouse *
Zackariah Ronald Ramsey
Michael William Rowland
Dylan Rumbold
Brittany Dawn Schley *
Shulue Sun *
Rudin Tundukar *
Marshall Edward Tessier
Luke Thomas
Ethan Robert Tsuruda *
Benjamin Van Klinken *
Riley Zebregs *
Guangxing Zhou *

**Electromechanical Engineering Technician**
Partkumar Dipakkabhi Ahir
Rnad Ra'ed Alkhatib
Alwin Antony
Kyle Cabral
Allan David Dias Domingos *
Dailin William Joseph Dorsett
Riley Patrick Glew *
Giovanni Gubani
Ming-Yi Huang
Patrick Frank Macdougall
Justin William John Murray
Arun Pradeep Palakkal
Meet Binoykumar Patel
Madhun Prakash
Subin Sabu
Arghya Saha
Hamza Shahzad
Wenyong Yu
Stephanie Lizet Zepeda Sanchez

**Honours Bachelor of Applied Technology Biotechnology**
Malaika Khan

**Manufacturing Engineering Technician**
Dennis Abraham
Harsh Manojbhai Barot
Harshpreet Singh Bham
Jayson Caballe
Fuad Ahmed Quraishi
Mateo Jaramillo- Palacio
Aadarsh Jose
Anooj Karippaiayan
David Moi Godwill Koma
Krishna Chand Krishna Kumar
Sindhu
Gia Thinh Ly
Jaymin Maheshbhai Makwana
Darshan Ghanshyambhai
Matholiya
Jordan Alexander Mcdonald
Hadi Mehdi
Bassem Adel Abdelatty
Mohammed
Astle Mathews Najiyath Saju
Sarthak Kirankumar Patel
Omkar Redekar
Amod Santhosh
Karan Sharma
Zeeshan Mazhar Sheikh
Nandan Sisodia
Akhil Soman
Ryan Todgham
Aditya Ashokbhai Upadhayay
Greg James Van Heyst
Jerin Varughese
Arun Venukutty
Sruthy Vijayan

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
**Faculty of Science, Trades and Technology**

**Manufacturing Engineering Technology**
- Aaron Bengali
- Le Zhang

**Practical Elements of Mechanical Engineering**
- Rashed Ali
- Sebin Alukkapparambil Baby
- Anand Radhakrishnan Nair
- Musa Al Kazim Apon
- Aqib Basheer
- Sanjo Aricatt Shaji *
- Arshpreet Singh
- Muhammed Shihab Asayinar
- Bibin Babu
- Harsh Bawa
- Het Harshkumar Bhatt
- Parthiv Nileshbhai Bhavsar
- Mrudang Yogesh Bhavsar
- Simran Bhola
- Bhuupender
- Apurva Hiteshbhai Brahmbhatt
- Yanpei Cai
- Vinay Kamalakar Chaudhari *
- Aman Chaudhary
- Nijil Chithralekha Giri
- Sulay Jayantibhai Christian
- Jonty Vinodbhai Dhameliya
- Thamizhisai Dhanapalan
- Dinesh Reddy Gangannagari
- Josemon George
- Ananthu Gopakumara Pillai

- Sebin Jacob
- Milap Rajeshkumar Jani
- Sami Javaid
- Raj Kaushikbhaj Jethva
- Leslie Anabel Jimenez Vaca
- Stephan Joseph
- Yash Pareshbhai Joshi
- Albin Joy
- Hridul Hareendran Kandiyavan
- Aarif Karoliwala
- Chandra Shekar Kosna
- Ashim Lamichhane
- Navneet Mahato
- Raj Bipinchandra Maisuriya
- Benedict Martinez
- Rajpal Singh Matharu
- Fasehullah Baig Mirza
- Navaneeth Muraleedharan Pillai
- Valsala Kumari
- Khondaker Rakiba Sarwar Orin
- Satishkumar Gorshanbhai Pachani
- Diego Alejandro Parra Garrido
- Yash Patel
- Himanshu Babubhai Patel
- Manthan Bharatbhai Patel
- Preetesh Deepakbhai Patel
- Jainil Birenkumar Patel
- Herik Yogeshkumar Patel
- Vyom Satishkumar Patel
- Jay Kanaiyalal Patel
- Vikalp Somnath Patel
- Chirag Manish Patel
- Venkatapathi Raju Penmetsa
- Pranathi Peruka
- John Peter
- Christy Plammothil Varghese
- Aayush Pokharel
- Ashok Pokhrel
- Dicson Poulouse
- Prince Ashokbhai Prajapati
- Krishna Prasad Prasad Sbcolson
- Rajesh Rajasekar Henry
- Raman Kumar
- Mayankkumar Rajendrakumar Rana *
- Utkarshinh Madansinh Rathod
- Jibin Richard
- Rishabh
- Rupinder Singh
- Rupinder Singh
- Nithin Sabu
- Abhishek Saini *
- Salman Abdullah Hussaini
- Tejumkumar Pareshkumar Sangani
- Lad Satwik Vikrambhaji
- Sundar Sethuraman
- Rushabh Haresh Shah
- Nizamuddin Shaikh
- Rahul Rajiv Sharma
- Dhansh Sharma
- Sujan Shrestha
- Satinder Singh Sidhu
- Ameyakumar Singh
- Supreet Singh
- Jasveer Singh
- Vedant Pareshkumar Soni
- Pritesh Dilipbhai Soni
- Sourav
- Harikanth Subramaniyam Punniyamoorthi
- Abedin Sultan *
- Rahul YadHAV Suresh
- Vatsal Ashokbhai Suthar
- Areeb Ahsan Wahed Syed
- Naufal Fayees Syed Nahib
- Sneh Shaileshbhai Tank
- Bibek Thapa
- Gokul Krishna Thekkumpurath Unnikrishnan
- Mathew Thomas
- Swapnil Wilson Tuscano
- Love Vipulbhai Vaghasiya
- Chetaseya Shrial Vaishnav
- Jerry Varghese Joseph
- Civin Vincent
- The Khai Yo
- Sahilkumar Hasmukhbhai Vora
- Nideesh Yesodharan

**Quality Assurance**
- Sameer Ansari *
- Ayham Elleid
- Steven Robert Fraser *
- Entsar Suliman Khaleif *
- Michelle Lynn Pratt *
- Angie Witczak *

---

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence*

**Please Note:** Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Science, Trades and Technology

School of Transportation Technology and Apprenticeship

Auto Body Repair Techniques
Antonio Carvalho
Nidal El-Hawari *
Sriram Eluri
Joash Flores
Mahek Dineshbhai Gothi
Jith James
Crisfe Zapanta Lopez
Tyler Stone
Jeevan Vijayakrishnan

Automotive Sales
Tasneemfatema Ahmedbhai Ajmeri
Nithin Chandran
Ajay Pal Singh Cheema
Nishanth Divakaran
Arshadali Hamjadali
Jibin Kurikose
Rahul Muralikrishnan
Anthony Rishab Paul
Grishma Kumar Purbey
Harshit Rajput
Ravneesh Singh
Cache Paul Sakaria
Anurag Sharma
Aniket Sharma
Dawa Tshring Sherpa
Gagandeep Singh
Jay Vijaykumar Sodagar

Automotive Service Management
Darin Abraham Bennet
Alan Alosious
Okechukwu Israel Ani
Tapasvi Vijaykumar Bhavsar
Krishnanunni Chandramohan
Harshavardhan Channakeshava Murthy Hemavathy
Deepak
Benson Keezheth Benny
Lokesh Khurana
Ritanth Hitendrakumar Korat
Milind Vijay Master
Abdul Gaidar Mohamed Faizer
Vinith Reddy Nagireddipalli
Saroj Parajuli
Parth Parikh
Rimkumar Patel
Aniket Sureshbhai Patel
Anurag Sharma
Aniket Sharma
Dawa Tshring Sherpa
Gagandeep Singh
Jay Vijaykumar Sodagar

Motive Power Technician (Automotive)
Eldhose Kochupurackal Saju
Maximilian Frederick Moeller
Duy Anh Pham
Yanji Qu
Ali Saed
Hassan Saed
Thanh Danh Vo
Jinyang Yu

Motive Power Technician (Diesel)
Bradley Grignard
Lyndon Windsor Hancock
Karansher Singh Khaira

Pre-Technology
Evan Kelly David Bobier
Maxim Claude-Gingras Bossy
Anurag Budhathoki
Nikhil Chaudhary
Andrew Thomas Flavin *
Mahdi Kabir *
Elizabeth Villegas *
Zitao Wang

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Creative Industries

School of Contemporary Media

Advanced Filmmaking
Abdul Abbasi
Santiago Aguilar Morales
Brandy Lynn Bawden
Savannah Desmond Theresa Bisaillon
Jaden Christopher Wayne Brooks
Joshua Solomon Calvert *
Gregory Thomas Akop Church
Bryan Alberto Cisneros Barrios *
John Aidan Fitzgibbon - Campbell
Brandon Grubb *
Grace Yeheun Jang *
Howard Ben Langille *
Maria Jose Montes De Oca Sanchez *
Emma Joan Periard *
Aadharsh Prakash
Asiah Angelina Prestanski *
Ariel Grace Shearer *
Oliver Siegel
Bradley James Spencer *
Nicholas Daniel Stevens
Shien-Li Tate Yap *

Broadcasting - Television and Film Production
Abdul Abbasi
Eldrick John De Leon
Erick Eduardo Merino Rosales

Journalism - Broadcast
Timothy Magallanes

Digital Communication Management
Oluwafunto Boluwatife Adeleke
Ibrahim Al-Omari *

Archana
Isha Arora
Nensi Cako *
Ishpreet Singh Chadha
Mary Botshere Monalught *
Deepshikha *
Janhavi Rajesh Deshmukh
Mahesh Dhimal *
Nipsha Dhungana
Amrutha Dinesh
Minosha Beverly Furtado
Geo Joseph
Vishaal Raj Gungur
Chiahsuan Hsieh *
Kashish
Shubham Sanjay Khadve
Sidak Kaur Kheterpal *
Mohammed Anisf Kozhiisseri
Koshala Dilrukshi Kanande Lyanam Gamache *
Anmol Lodhi
Ritabrata Majumder *
Humphrey Ogochukwu Nwadike
Jane Frances Amara Nwokoro *
Joseph Oluolwa Olagunju *
Temitope Oluwotobi Oresajo
Manvendra Singh Rao
Allen Rayson
Raj Parag Ruparelia
Vani Sajikumar Nair
Arya Prasad Samant
Shubendu Sarkar
Laura Jissienia Sepulveda Fuentes *
Henisha Prahlad Sheridiwala
Zainab Siddiqi
Ivy Unegbu
Rohan Easow Varghese
Chetna Yadav *

Music Industry Arts
Colin Marcus Bain
Ryan Fitzgerald
Oscar Patrick Gordon Hamilton
Yatharth Jain
Zariq James King
Avery Matthew Ott
Ross Joseph Tremblay
Jonathan Thomas Wheeler
Elsie Grace Wood

Photography
Aryan Arora
Parth Barot
Grace Janay Edwards
Kashmir Vijaykumar Kapadia

Photography Advanced
Bhavuk Bhagat
Shashank Kantilal Parmar
Maanas Praveen Kumar

Pre-Media
Raphael Bernardes Oliveira A S Costa *
Daniel Davis
Lukas Hayes *
Tasha Hebert
Iuliia Iakusheva
Steven Alexander Karst
Sebastian Letona *
Sandra Manojkumar Pillai
Alexandria Mckenzie
Mehakpreet Kaur
Manvendra Singh Rao
Anastasila Voroveva

Public Relations
Corporate Communications
Akash Abraham Varghese
Nafis Ahmed
Lana Bahjat Ahmad Alkhaire *
Emil Rose Benny
Achint Kaur Chatha
Jinto Cheeumakunnel Joseph
Devika Sajeesh Devika Sajeesh
Akshai James
Jessica Jordan *
Aneena Joseph
Mayuresh Shrinivas Joshi
Janet Evans Joshi
Richa Joy
Chyiemenma Mayowa Kejeh *
Aditi Kulkarni
Astha Manandhar *
Daniel Orozco Galeano
Aakanksha Nayan Parulekar
Riya Clare Paul *
Anjali Ranasinghe Ranasinghe Arachchige
Emmanuelle Oshukunumijie Salami
Melissa Shrestha
Sanjog Raj Silwal
Angela Merlin Varghese *

Visual Effects and Editing for Contemporary Media
Chinmay Rajkumar Kadam

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Creative Industries

School of Design

Fashion Design
Emma Reanne Barfoot *
Jacqueline Nicole Bradica *
Magdalene Sophia Breckles
Jiali Chen
Mirabelle Chiara Evangelista
Courtney Suzanne Fleming *
Taylor Mae Hastie
Lillian June Huffman *
Jessica Lynn Hughson
Hirwa Ramchandra Kaushik
Shefa Khalil
Sophie Gabrielle Lemay
Niharika
Jacqueline Nicole Ong *

Fashion Marketing and Management
Zhexuan Chen
Colleen Geridine Cranford
Michelle Gonzalez Hernandez
Jiyoun Kang
Sehee Kim *

Fine Art Foundation
Rwaa Yousif Khalil Abdelsadig
Ian Toby Thomson

Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
Giray Akinciturk
Michael Burt *
Michael Davis
Spencer Greason *
Yugesh Harikumar
Danielle Heaven *
Jennifer Johnston *

Jessica Anne Kilpatrick
Shao-Chi Lee
Haotian Luan *
Maicon Marques Marcon *
Valen Anlon Noronha *
Oluwatimileyin Stephen Oludare
Asher Jediah Roberts
Lachlan Baker Torrance *
Rui Wang *
Zaire West
Melissa Zorn-Fawcitt

GIS and Urban Planning
Ivett Alarcon Ordaz
Zi Du Guo
Anuradhi Jayathilaka
Alexander Stefan Kanski
Adam Lagrou *
Manveer Lai
Stuart Michael MacGregor
Samuel Joseph Mills
Hannah Micah Camaya Musni
Prachi Sanjaykumar Paris
Kristina Pamela Pavlou *
Alexander Robinson *
Konrad Marek Wojtaszek

Honours Bachelor of Environmental Design and Planning
Jorge Benjamin Calderon Murillo
Roydan Singer Carmichael
James Craig
Chantal Patricia Doyon *
Haylee Marie Hallema
Jayme Nicole Hudyma
Emily Hurtubise
Alexandra Elizabeth Jackman
Rayne Emma Jones
Ryan Dylan Queenan
Luis Robles Villarreal
Cole William Taylor
Jesse Luke Zavitzi

Honours Bachelor of Interior Design
Soud Jamal Al Hmaidi

Interior Decorating
Mina Alaei Ardabili
Shukuru Zany Bahati
Gaeun Byun
Sahil Singh Cheema
Lily Victoria Darling
Elizabeth Friessen
Shaghayegh Hassan
Brittany Jordan
Bryn Marie Lewis
Azaria Murphy
Emma Nagle
Madison Michelle Nicholas
Emma Faith Rollph
Brianna Mae Sanders
Ashley Staines *
Lindsay Stone
Michelle Katrina Uy *

Graphic Design
Joel Mark Averink *
Young Joo Byun
Salma Habib *
Ivan Kudriavtsev
Jessica-Lee Ruth Lochner
Maria Maklakova
Heaven-Lee Marie Morten
Matthew Carter Muncey
Kieran Daniel Lyndon Pegel
Lauren Olivia Rowe *
Adriana Estefania Saravia Escobar
Vibhati Sharma
Thuy Linh Tran
Minh Phuc Truong
Megan Anna Tuckey
Thi Ngoc Duyen Vu

Honours Bachelor of Interior Design
Soud Jamal Al Hmaidi

Horticulture Technician
Luiz Filipe Berra Pessoa *
Aidan Matteo Mckenzie Berto
Madison Avery Cormier
Brennen Joseph Dower
Callum Douglas Dregier
Sydney Figg

Landscape Design
Junning Wang

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Creative Industries

School of Digital and Performing Arts

3D Animation and Character Design
Logan William Huff

Animation
Tajol Kaur Grewal

Costume Production
Aibrean Glaister *
Jennifer Kolody

Interactive Media Design
Aixin Zhong

School of Tourism, Hospitality and Culinary Arts

Baking and Pastry Arts Management
Via Franchesca Atanacio *
Clohriel Dalumpines
Adelaide Joy Ferry
Johanna Gaaldez De Rodriguez
Elaine Grace Lozada Inso
Sania Jan
Hyejin Jeon *
Dong-Yun Kim *
Maria Antonietta Astor Lector *
Go Eun Lee
Ryan Mark
Ezekiel Mendoza
Joshua William Moon
Yung Ng
Kwan Yiu Ng
Nafi Rahman
Nancy Geraldine Salamanca
Kinchit Solanki
Candace Sususco *
Nhat Linh Trinh
Shelby Alyssa Veeke
Zixun Wang
Penganke Zhao

Culinary Management
Gabriel Louis Gab Abad
Aeron Darell Bacos
Eroon Bilbas
Princes Marie Lampano Calma *
Shellie Anne Cruz

Culinary Skills
Isabela Diaz Tovar
Jessa Mae Godes
Mark Anthony Gomez
Franklin Gonzales Iii
Miae Jang *
Keshav Grover
Arjun Kokkonnath Jayapal
Garfield Marie Lim
Genn Rose Gutierrez Manalastas
Manvinder Singh
Larissa Katherine Moore
Rahul Kumar Nain
Nadia Najarali
Tejas Bal Parab
Janice Ramada
Julios Abram Eulogio Sualog
Thi Ngoc Mai Vo
Charles Marc Whitehead *

Food and Beverage Management
Sahil Badhwar
Chetan Chetan
Karan Gupta
Kanika
Gagandeep Singh Harnam Singh Labana
Manpreet Kaur
Sanalkumar Niravath Anilkumar
Krishna Punitkumar Purohit
Sandeep Kaur
Adhiraj Partap Sharma *

Food Processing - Operational Leadership
Oluwatosin Mopele Abiola
Anjali Acharya
Anu Ajayakumar Supriya
Sai Vineeth Alapati
Jaykumar Shamjibhai Balar
Samiksha Basnet
Sooyoung Choi
Amritha Daniel
Karmapiya Edathadan Sabu

Event Planning
Luana Americano Do Brasil Kalil
Camila Ariza Sanchez
Estefany Yvelisse Aybar
Campusano *
Shenika Henry *
Tian Scott Liu
Keshav Malhotra

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Creative Industries

Vaishali Garg
Harmanjot Singh *
Helen Daniela Herrera Herrera *
Manasa Jayasaravan
Bishal Karki
Govindage Pumi Madushani
Kuruppu *
Meenu Manoj
Marcelo Menegassi *
Keshav Naickkenkuppam
Gopinathan
Doniya Nedumthaly Antony
Joel Kwame-Ofosu Ohene *
Kheemy Protab *
Bhawani Rijal
Gopikrishna Saras
Sushmita Sharma
Shweta Thakur
Suraksha Thapa
Aarya Vani Jayachandran
Nimrat Vikhu

Golf and Club Management
Kyeong-Duk Kim

Hospitality - Hotel and Resort Services Management
Kevin Abey Easow
Jyotshna Adhikari
Ankita
Jhannen Grace Arquilita
Arshpreet Kaur
Lisa Natasha Batson
Carwuel Sandro Cadavis
Milan Geeverghese
Gurkarn Singh
Gurleen Singh
Selan Gurung
Reet Harish
Harkirat Singh
Harpreet Kaur
Jagdish Kumar
Joyal Jimmy
Kamal Preet Kaur
Abhay Partap Singh Katal
Harpreet Kaur
Sandikshya Khadka
Xiaoqing Lao
John Benson Ledesma
Manilyn Luna Lopez
Anh Hao Mac
Raj Kumar Malla
Juan Pablo Meneses Hernandez
Maria Jose Morales Giraldo *
Alexia Muscoi
Mary Grace Queaño
Sandeep Kaur
Sarabjot Singh
Shammiran Shamoun
Riya Singh Shrestha
Simranjeet Singh
Ramanpreet Singh
Amandeep Singh
Karanveer Singh
Rudra Pratap Singh
Pooja Tamang
Kripa Tamang
Dipendra Bahadur Thapa
Aaron Deal Yonkers
Yamuna Gun
Chetan Gupta
Suman Gurung
Anik Gurung
Harshdeep Singh
Jerard Joseph Francis
Jewel Jolly
Rewti Nandan Joshi
Shubham Kataria
Saloni Kaushik
Anup Khadka
Reshma Khadka
Imran Khan
Anil Kumar *
Ashish Kumar
Souvik Kundu
Vaibhav Kailas Lindayat
Himanshu Singh Mahra
Enrick Mansing
Midhun Mathew
Aditya Mehta
Ashok Nepal
Nidhi
Sandip Niraula
Aravind Pachath
Monish Panicker
Amalijit Parapurath Sadasivan
Tithi Snhalkumar Patel
Kartik Pathak
Saurav Pathak
Ashim Poudel
Avinash Pulakkal Thambi
Iswar Pundir
Aman Rathee
Sushmita Regmi
Raychelle Ann Rosales *
Darnpel J Rosario
Athul Saijeev Sindh
Mocht Samant *
Arshan Sayed
Aman Sharma
Kartik Sharma
Ramilia Shrestha
Aarzoo Shrestha
Gagandeep Singh
Jaspree Singh
Sunil Singh
Luvneet Tan Singh
Albin Thundathil Roy
Ashna Timsena
Umang
Shyam Upadhyaya
Nithin Valsala Kumari
Krishnankutty Nair
Tarun Kumar Yadav

Hospitality Management
Food and Beverage
Danielle Alyssa Ashley

Professional Butchery Techniques
Cameron Dignard

Tourism - Travel
Eleanor Beatrice Nott

Tourism - Travel Studies
Mohammed Falah Ismail Alqazzaz
Lori-Anne Black *
Alyssa Davenport
Gillian Dowin
Jennifer Duncan
Alina Fragomeli *
Hani Hamdan
Alexie Siobhan Harrison *
Yesim Kazanci
Anna Sophie Madajczuk *
Manuela Guerta Mugabi
Lamiaa Shym *
Susan Laura Smythe *
Aalaa Younes
Shannon Young *

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Prelude
The audience will please rise for the entrance of the Academic Procession.

Academic Procession of Graduates, Faculty and Platform Party
Led by Doug MacRae, Pipe Major, The 78th Fraser Highlanders Pipe Band

Salutation
Jeff Miles
Associate Dean, School of Language and Liberal Studies

Introduction of the Platform Party

Greetings from Fanshawe College Board of Governors
Michael Geraghty

Greetings from Fanshawe Student Union
Stephin Sathya
President

President of Fanshawe College
Peter Devlin

Introduction of Honorary Diploma
Peter Devlin
President, Fanshawe College

Presentation of Honorary Diploma
Peter Devlin
to
Linda Franklin

Guest Speaker
Linda Franklin

Presentation of Degrees, Diplomas and Certificates
Fiorella Sabadin
Registrar

Presentation of College-Wide Awards
Peter Devlin

Dean’s Academic Award – Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety
Mikaela Cookson

Distinguished Student Award – Access, Language and Regional Campuses
Sushanti Bucktowar

Greetings from Fanshawe College Alumni Association
Tim Wharton
Business ‘80, Business Administration ‘81

Conclusion
“O Canada”

Recession
The audience will please rise and remain standing during the departure of the academic party and the graduates.

Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety

School of Community Studies
School of Health Sciences
School of Nursing
School of Public Safety

Faculty of Access, Language and Regional Campuses

School of Language and Liberal Studies

The recipient of an Honorary Diploma must have had a unique and outstanding impact at a local, provincial, national, or global level. This individual’s life, in some way, will have significantly enriched the lives and careers of Fanshawe College’s students and alumni.
**School of Community Studies**

**Autism and Behavioural Science**
- Sara Crevits *
- Hadis Ebrahimi
- Brenda Joyce Galloway *
- Trisha Lynn Howard
- Shannon Hundt *
- Christine Marion James *
- Simranpreet Kaur
- Bria Marie Martin
- Amy Monet McGuire
- Spencer McIntyre
- Wala Melhem *
- Delphine Miluska Meza-Axcell *
- Karen Mae Murdoch
- Fowzia Y Yusuf Omar
- Esther Oyeniyi *
- Miranda Yvette Plain *
- Sidhra Suresh Ratnani
- Hillary Erin Sullivan *
- Sarah Iris Marie Tarnai
- Thikra Said Thijel
- Rebekah Louise Walker
- Cassandra Anne Wauters
- Mandi Whiting *

**Child Development Practitioner**
- Faviola Patricia Arriaza
- Preston Douglas Degraw *
- Amber Louise Fountain *
- Nicole Andrea Frey
- Plo Paw Htoo *
- Alysa Kate Perrie
- Abeer Rafiei *
- Veronica Marisela Schumm *
- Taylor Dawn Thorpe
- Varinder Virk *

**Developmental Services Worker**
- Amanda Jane Jane Desjardins
- Jerrica Gallinger
- William Paul Holmes
- Lauren Michael Kelley
- Tawnee Ashton Martin
- Deleena Treses Sabu
- Dakota Fay Shewfelt

**Developmental Services Worker Apprentice**
- Rebecca Lee Diamond
- Rebeka Susanne Holdaway
- Jeremy Huygens
- Lyndsey Aleta Paquin *
- Jessica Dawn Phillips *
- Dion Wilson

**Early Childhood Education**
- Sherry Abdulmalek *
- Akasha Adnan *
- Heidi Agngarayngay
- Faviola Patricia Arriaza
- Pragya Aryal
- Carla Badawi *
- Baljit Kaur
- Stacie Leigh Beattie *
- Maria Fernanda Bernal Alfonso *
- Yunika Bhandari
- Elizabeth Brewer
- Butta Singh
- Hung Fei Chan
- Benestie May Ngo Chan *
- Jessica Natasha Chiarenza *
- Julie Chun
- Janique Clarke *
- Angela Viviana Cobos *
- Alida Colarossi-Lio *
- Samantha Correia *
- Jennifer Catherine Corrigan
- Carolina Carvalho Costa
- Christene Fern Cousins
- Ronn Stephen Cruz *
- Aunah Denbok
- Nicole Maryse Dent *
- Huma Din
- Nicole Stephanie Diston *
- Mai Ahmed Hassan Abdelhamid Elsayed
- Cheryl Lynn Evans
- Alison Excell
- Amber Louise Fountain *
- Nicole Andrea Frey
- Jessica Amalian Galarpe
- Megan Lyn Garnett
- Marina Ghattas *
- Caytlin Ariel Good *
- Jessica Meagan Grosjean
- Amrita Gurung
- Sofiya Gurung
- Rubina Gurung
- Heshin Tharushika Hettiarachchi
- Plo Paw Htoo
- Ioana Mirela Iota
- Olakunbi Sarah Isogun Arinola
- Rebecca Jean Johnston
- Shichhya Karki
- Simranjeet Kaur
- Karanpreet Kaur
- Seema Kaushik
- Berfin Kaya
- Dibya Kc
- Monika Khadka
- Jashmine Khatri
- Saleeha Khawar
- Taeyeon Kim
- Vera Kinan
- Luciane Klemann
- Tayler Alexandra Knight
- Rosani Kumar
- Charlotte Kurs *
- Neha Ritesh Lakhan *
- Chooyal Wangmu Lama
- Amber Nicole Ledgley
- Shin Sil Lee *
- Amanda Ellen Leslie
- Marienna Lopez *
- Banelly Ocelline Lopez Manzo *
- Emily Rae-Anne Lunn
- Hom Kumari Magar
- Eisele Siose Manalo
- Nadezda Markovic *
- Devon McCallum *
- Alyssa Lynn Ashley McDonnell
- Kourtney Michelle Mink
- Winnie Muhumuza
- Ayusha Neupane
- Isha Neupane

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
### Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety

- **President's Honour Roll**
  - Cassandra O’gilvie
  - Jennifer Elizabeth Oglan
  - Erich Kenneth Otten *
  - Alicia Sara Otter *
  - Pallavi
  - Kruti Sunilkumar Pandya
  - Justena Patel-Ragbir *
  - Abigail May Katharine Patterson
  - Alysa Kate Perrie
  - Caitlin Place *
  - Muna Putuwar
  - Jenny Racca
  - Tulsa Rana Gurung
  - Nantapop Rateprasatsuk *
  - Jenny Guadalupe Regidor
  - Ayusha Regmi
  - Karalyn Amanda Riepert *
  - Cole Michael Robb
  - Julia Ann Robertson
  - Shane Thomas Rock *
  - Simran Rokka Chettri
  - Dhirendra Sah
  - Anjana Sarkar *
  - Machuria Say
  - Veronica Marisela Schumm *
  - Heather Scott *
  - Jessica Sellick *
  - Trisha Sharma
  - Abhinav Sharma
  - Astha Sharma
  - Ankita Sharma
  - Ferron Shields *
  - Anjana Shrestha
  - Prashamsa Shrestha *
  - Aisha Sidi *
  - Amreen Ismail Syeda
  - Sashikala Tamang
  - Sandhya Thapa Magar
  - Mallika Thapaliya
  - Taylor Dawn Thorpe
  - Ka Hing To *
  - Keoko Krystle Nicole Torell *
  - Erika Jordan Tuthope
  - Lauren Veltri *
  - Khushpreet Kaur Virk
  - Varinder Virk *
  - Ngoc Ha Vu *
  - Sophie Grace Walker
  - Louisa Watson *
  - Brittany Lee Welch-Laviolette
  - Emily Grace Wenzowski *
  - Jessica Lynne Wilkinson *
  - Dawid Krzysztof Witałec
  - Natalie Yaghoub Babayan Nejad *
  - Humaira Yasmeen
  - Aniko Zsakne Kutli *

**Fundamentals of Addiction**
- Kaitlyn Susan Clara Adair *
- Maria D Cappuccitti
- Crystal Dawn Marie Derby
- Andrea Lyn Doney *
- Olivia Christine Gravish *

**Gerontology - Interprofessional Practice**
- Ma Lea Carmen Araja An *
- Ma. Olivia Aniciete
- Ankita
- Ma. Cleofe Babao
- Angel Philipbhai Christian *
- Katrina Isabel Mabao De Leon
- Hazel Anne Dino Diomampo *
- Natalia Foeppel Pinheiro Moreira
- Harold Gapol
- Babita Garanja
- Murshid Patekay Guiamaludin
- Irene Irenyekoshe Idahosa
- Kirandeep Kaur
- Sanju Kunwar *
- Charlotte May Macalde *
- Jerome Magat

- Catherine Rachel Manalili
- Mikaela Kristine Ortiz *
- Vidhi Hiteshkumar Panchal
- Daniel Paredes
- Nidhiben Sanjaykumar Patel
- Palkankumari Ashwinbhai Patel
- Rutvi Patel
- Nandita Kinjalkumar Patel *
- Tanvi Hemantkumar Patel
- Abigael Pilorin
- Anne Jeline Pilorin
- Rose Ann Caballero Quitain *
- Aliza Rai
- Yasaman Sadat Sadati Far *
- Joniely Salamat
- Arminder Kaur Sandhu
- Vanilee Santos
- Shilpi Satish Sharma
- Kulwinder Kaur Sohi
- Prekshaben Thakkar
- Arby Joy Utrillo

**Honours Bachelor of Early Childhood Leadership**
- Kellyn Emma Yates

**Human Services Foundation**
- Simranjeet Kaur

**Recreation and Leisure Services**
- Dakotah Lynn Reavely

**Retirement Residence Management**
- Donna Balancio *
- Mary Grace Bernardo *
- Manisha Bhandari *
- Shikha Sanjay Bhatiya
- Jackson Raju Chalakkal Rajan *
- Damanpreet Kaur *
- Sophia David

- Peace Ogechi Elijah
- Pham Dong Tra Ha *
- Kshitiz Jain
- Alfi John
- Josmy Jose *
- Anitta Joy *
- Jaba Jabbar Kannarambath *
- Littine Laison *
- Loryjane Madronero *
- Krishnanjana Manoj *
- Mohammad Saad
- Rose Marchelle Ong *
- Wilcliffe Nyarie Ongige *
- Abhirami Panachiparambil Suresh Kumar *
- Lovely Mae Salazar *
- Samjeet Kaur *
- Alija Shaji
- Akshay Shaju
- Abhilash Unnikrishnan

**Settlement Worker**
- Fathehie Al Bayya *
- Jessica Held *
- Emily Johnston *
- Olga Urrutia Tobar *
- Yanhui Zhu

**Social Service Worker**
- Michaela Hazel Castillo
- Nicole Charuk
- Bianca Do Nascimento Pinto Coelho
- Adriana Duque Franco
- Emily Marie France
- Erin Freeman *
- Sydney Anne Mayer
- Katherine Dayana Pichinte Cruz
- Laura Andrea Vanin Montano
- Nordia Donna-Kay Whittaker

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence*

*Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.*
**School of Health Sciences**

**Anesthesia Assistant**
- Aimee Elizabeth Leduc *
- Andrea Martin *
- Kyrie Ceara Mccraig
- Ryan Francis Mcginlay *
- Sarah Victoria Misale *
- Emily Oddi *
- Anes Paik *
- Christine Rose Penny *
- Caylee Amanda Pynn *
- Caitlin Elisa Russell *
- Dane Sorensen *
- Hoi Wong
- Patrick Alexander Wright
- Lisa-Athena Zizza

**Community Pharmacy Assistant**
- Amy Elizabeth Thompson

**Dental Assisting (Levels I and II)**
- Aya Ihab Abdelhamid *
- Hanan Abujbara *
- Roa Z M Ziad Mustafa Alasadi
- Fatimah Alazzawi *
- Bushra Walid Alsaeed
- Dorah Apolot
- Jamison Lee Beuermann
- Nicole Bozic *
- Jessica Hendrika Braeau
- Abigail Angel Brown
- Ann Mary Dollet
- Lily Douglas *
- Courtney Caroline Evans *
- Sinodos Tedros Eyob
- Mirna Jameel Franso
- Haley Ann Hutchinson
- Fatima Idriss

**Food Service Worker**
- Loretta Grace Bird *
- Rhonda Ann Gordon *
- Jissa Sareesh
- Muruvvet Stjean *

**Massage Therapy**
- Jennifer Wendy Bartley
- Emily Moira Beattie
- Abigail Benjaminsen
- Lauren Bowers *
- Bailey Bradt
- Mackenzie Burke
- Matthew Cameron
- Austin Blair Collett
- Kaelan Nicholas Davidson
- Kaleb Tie Deller
- Emily Ruth Desgroseilliers
- Lauren Patricia Dockx
- Macguire A Gordon

**Medical Device Reprocessing**
- Brady Ryan Hartwig *
- Juan Daniel Isaac Keane Sanchez
- Nicole Kathleen Knibbs
- Emily Breanne Koraen
- Megan Long
- Jade Ashley Lynch
- Michelle Mary-Jane Maguire *
- Jared Aaron Maguire *
- Kelly Lynn Martin *
- Amber Moody-Lopes
- Brooklynn Katherine Neuert *
- Ngoc Thanh Tran Nguyen
- Yume Okazaki *
- Taylor Elizabeth Piper
- Hannah Elizabeth Prange *
- Lori Ann Prestwich *
- Danika Shelly Marie Ranger
- Melissa Schmidt
- Chao Su
- Natalie Toll
- Nikki Elizabeth Walker

**Medical Radiation Technology**
- Laura Finch

**Pre-Health Science**
- Merone Abeje

**Pre-Health Sciences Pathway to Advanced Diplomas and Degrees**
- Suyeon Baek
- Sudha Bhattarai
- Wilmer Arley Buitrago Diaz
- Sabita Chhetri
- M A H Naif Chowdhury
- Chiamaka Goodness Emere
- Keane Gabriel Espina
- Ji Hyun Goo
- Sereena Haimraj
- Pham Khanh Doan Huynh
- Chinonye Favour Ikechukwu
- Evelyn Montserrat Infante Lumberas
- Jaylord Jumarang
- Chaerim Kim
- Bom Kim
- Yuen Lam Lai
- Kunjie Li
- Horagampita Devanga Chandul Lokugamage
- Katrina Louise Mailed
- Patricia Leila Mateo
- Kim Tien Nguyen
- Oliver Pia
- Benjamin Josiah Pittcock
- Aayush Pokhrel
- Cheol Seo
- Nikolka Sherpa
- Smita Singha
- Ivy Ysabel Sombero
- Elizabeth Anne Walkom
- Jayden Wilde

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.*
Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety

Faculty of Nursing

**Personal Support Worker**
Marifi Cabaral Acot
Deepa Adhikari *
Maryam Jarman Alkas
Orlenze Alsol *
Amala Benny
Aastha Bhattrai
Zifan Bu
Cuong Kinh Chau *
Amber Ying Cheng *
April Jane Pangilinan Corpus
Lidiane Conceicao Costa Cecilio
Amelia Angelika Deger
Rj King Dela Cruz
Emma-Jean Luanne Dicker
Leor Duluan
Abin Ellil Shajan
Regine French *
Rutche Fullo
Rolly Jr. Ga
Mary Joyce Mercado Garcia
Kayla Irene Gillis
Melody G Hallam-Wood
Julienne Herrera
Kristen Rachel Heuving
Lucy Ikezian
Marc Juhasz
Michael John Bayawa Kiwas
Liley Ann Krey
Patthanit Kulsampunthip
Epede Kwene Christabel
Ramir Lapa
Taylor Brianne Larabee
Oblette Abayon Llanda
Felicisimo Madolid
Sabrina Marshall
Sobin Mathew
Ediane Mendes Lins
Victoria Lynette Mitchell
Asha Decee Molina *
Marcelo Nagal
Naveept Kaur
Dave Cachuela Nipes
Jacqueline Agbor Nsor *
Jovielyn Jumitiko Nunez
Glen Angelo Nunez *
Eloho Okoh *
Sabrina Olinski *
Mizley Gae Palado *
Watayakorn Pattarasen *
Jessica Monica Peddle
Tricia Pollard
Tshering Rai
Reynan Ramos
Ana Flavia Ribeiro Dantas De Aguiar
Jay Rodriguez *
Rakrose Teves Romero
Amal Saji
Falak Sharma
Yangi Sherpa *
Fabio Andre Simoes Tomaz
Susant Singh *
Karandeep Singh
Katelyn Skinner
Montana Lynn Smith
Theresa Sneddon
Aimee Torrente Somido
Julia Ilona Stefan
Terri Mae Stevens
Manila Tamang
Milan Thapa *
Gokul Thayyil
Dina Tingzon *
Jacklynn Raychell Trainor
Thi Quyhn Nhu Tran
Sandra Ann Varghese
Carlie Lillian Joyce Vaters
Loida Obenza Villalon
Samantha Wassing
Nyaluok Ruot Wiyual
Rongjun Yu

**Practical Nursing**
Chivana Kaffana Blackwood
Juane Odendaal
Ariagna Persaud

**Registered Nurse Emergency Nursing**
Rebecca Frances Hilhorst *

*President's Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety

Faculty of Public Safety

911 and Public Safety Communications
Sandy Abu-Rida
Braydon Farren Sharp
Julia Ellen Fedy *
Marisa Rachel Fleming *
Grace Maria Franco
Cassandra Joy Hutchinson *
Julia Paige Latham
Jessica Longlade *
Miranda Rose Lounsbury
Samantha Nicole Maxwell
Jennifer Lynn McGenery *
Keira Jean Madeline Molloy
Vasty Morales Gramajo *
Kennedy Paris Munro
Michaella Grace Myers
Ariel Elizabeth Anne Perreault
Marina Dawn Sheppard *
Emily Lue Southwick *
D’arcy Stewart *
Kai Finley Thomas
Jayden Riley Van Massenhoven *
Sara Lynn Westendorp *
Tamara Lynn Williamson

Advanced Ergonomics Studies
Fatima Amat-Al Ra’uf Ali
Ethan Augustin *
Jessica Cao *
Emily Colwell *
Samuel Taylor Cumming
Stephanie Dalli
Carter Deforester
Mia Bentley Di Felice
Aaron Gebhardt *
Joo Haddad
Kwang Sei Kim *
Connor Lacey *

911 and Public Safety Communications
Sandy Abu-Rida
Braydon Farren Sharp
Julia Ellen Fedy *
Marisa Rachel Fleming *
Grace Maria Franco
Cassandra Joy Hutchinson *
Julia Paige Latham
Jessica Longlade *
Miranda Rose Lounsbury
Samantha Nicole Maxwell
Jennifer Lynn McGenery *
Keira Jean Madeline Molloy
Vasty Morales Gramajo *
Kennedy Paris Munro
Michaella Grace Myers
Ariel Elizabeth Anne Perreault
Marina Dawn Sheppard *
Emily Lue Southwick *
D’arcy Stewart *
Kai Finley Thomas
Jayden Riley Van Massenhoven *
Sara Lynn Westendorp *
Tamara Lynn Williamson

Advanced Ergonomics Studies
Fatima Amat-Al Ra’uf Ali
Ethan Augustin *
Jessica Cao *
Emily Colwell *
Samuel Taylor Cumming
Stephanie Dalli
Carter Deforester
Mia Bentley Di Felice
Aaron Gebhardt *
Joo Haddad
Kwang Sei Kim *
Connor Lacey *

Court Support Services
Fruzsina Csintalan
Heather Eva Gillard
Julie Christine Howe *
Phillip Mark Hunter
Ashley McCallum
Terrecia Mcpherson
Arekhandia Oseyi Okojie *
Frances Anne Schell *
Rayla Silva Damasceno Arruda
Gordana Trifunovic

Emergency Management
Saman Saeed Mohammad

Fire Inspection and Fire Safety Education
Bryn Nicole Rutherford

Law Clerk
Moin Uddin Ahmed
Victoria Angus
Madison Jacklyn Armstrong
Zainab Asihan
Hannah Noreene Noreene Battad
Mikaela Margaret Cookson *
Angelica Maria Guzvinec
Mahia Haji Hussein
Christopher James McEwin *
Shannon McIntyre

Madison Hailey Payne
Jesse William J Pettitt
Katelyn Irene Pyke
Kerryn Rampersad
Daija Alexis Stam-Haldenby *
Haoyuan Zhu

Occupational Health and Safety
Matthew David Bedard
Ryan Andrew Hillier *
Caitlin Kay Jeffrey *

Occupational Therapist Assistant and Physiotherapist Assistant
Tiana Beneteau
Kennedy Benfeito
Christine Joyce Carnicer *
Autumn Katherine Chisholm
Laura Jessica Clarke
Cali Clemens
Shauna Couto
Chanel Kassidy Eugenio *
Rachael Forrester *
Danika Elizabeth Goodyer
Megan Howe *
Katherine Charlene Klompstra *
Ariel Storme Knapp

Law Clerk
Moin Uddin Ahmed
Victoria Angus
Madison Jacklyn Armstrong
Zainab Asihan
Hannah Noreene Noreene Battad
Mikaela Margaret Cookson *
Angelica Maria Guzvinec
Mahia Haji Hussein
Christopher James McEwin *
Shannon McIntyre

Police Foundations
Brynn William Cowie
Adam Christopher Dellow
Katharine Margaret Menary
Teonna Mariola Slepczuk

Paralegal
Emma Jollee Benaway
Ashley Lynn Bolger
Dan Harry Bolton
Courtney Lynn Braithwaite
Jessica Burgess *
Nicole Anne Clayton
Carrie Cooper
Shelby Jayde Elmore
Kundai Shingaaiarai Victoria Govereh
Tory Elizabeth Johnstone
Grace Landon
Keisha Onikka Christine Lewis
Katie Sooin Jeong Rhin
Kennedy Elizabeth Scott
Tala Sheridan
Catherine Stephen
Paula Yamile Torres Uribe *
Celine La Ai Thuyen Trieu
Chantel Rose Van Bommel
Erik Philip Wiebe
Hailey Zanth *

Paramedic
Tanner Jordan Anthony Dostal
Romell Miliares

Protection, Security and Investigation
Emily Frances Nicole Newstead

Public Safety Fundamentals
Jordan George Allardyce

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Faculty of Access, Language and Regional Campuses

School of Access Studies and Regional Delivery

**Academic and Career Entrance**

Omar Ahmed Abdillahi
Hunter Alex Knight Aguilar
Ali Al Khuzale
Mustafa Hayder Al-Maamori
Muntadher Al-Tameemi *
Diana Marcela Arevalo
Theresa Bell *
Marcus Da Silva
Jason Ebert *
Lahtsiakalhawi Elijah

Sydney Brennan Fournie *
Matthew Ryan Galloway *
Deanna Helen Geddes *
Daniel Gee
Alexis Elizabeth Gilhuly
Derek Givens
Graham David Johnson *
Faiia Kashindi
Faycal Kerrouch
Hussnia Khatoon
Jennifer Lise Long
Jason Mac Innis *
Kibwe McIntyre
Kyle Robert Meyerink *
Ilham Mohamad *
Kimberly Dawn Nobbs *
Nofisat Omotola Odetola
Chloe Parent *
Lilibeth Reblora
Angel Carole-Lynn Eva Renaud
Ronan Angus Robertson *
Jaida Carolyn Ruff-Robertson
Abdelrahim Khaled Sayed
Khadeija Shakir *
Kayla Elizabeth Smith
Saima Kothari Stainton *
Michelle Wendy Stroud
Kiara Margaret Szabo
Sydney Elizabeth Patricia Taylor
Sherin Vincent
Thanh Huy Vu *
Bachar Moussa Wais
Viktoria Wells
Ethan Wood *
Oyeyemi Yonbami *
Alyssa Young

School of Language and Liberal Studies

**Advanced Communication for Professionals**

Uche Cynthia Aguta
Karan Anand
Anagha Anilkumar
Amirtha Arudselvam
Gana Girish Ayanikkal
Gaurav Bansal
Isham Raj Bhattarai
Aysegun Bukulmez
Kristina Sandra Sebandal Cataracutan *
Sahadev Chaulagain
Shubham Baban Chavan
Robert Jenisa Villasenor David-Sundlam *
Mukhmeet Singh Deol
Kirandeep Kaur Dhalwal
Vishali Dutt
Riya Catherine George
Yulong Huang
Sakha Ibrahim Faisal
Merry Issac
Damaris Jemutai

Liya Maria John
Georgy Joy
Suprisha Kapoor
Amandeep Kaur *
Shiin Kizhakkempambal Thomas
Manita Lama
Shristi Lama
Ankeeta Limbu
Shivangi Praful Mehta
Purva Chandrakant Mehta
Oluwakemi Ngozi Nwabuisi
Oluwanifemi Micheal Ogunsakin
Wah Wah Paing
Sona Paul
Poonamdeep Kaur
Sushanta Poudel
Sivasankar Prasad
Neha Rai
Ramanandeep Kaur
Devika Santhosh
Elna Shaju
Narayan Shrestha
Dalbhanjan Singh
Christina Susan Kurien
Saifuddin Tahir
Thi Thanh Thao Thai *
Devika Chandran Thai Valapil
Apsara Thakuri
Varun Thomas
Von Anthony Torio *
Jingfeng Zhai

**General Arts and Science**

Amandeep Kaur
Kimberly Bethel Barrera
Brendan Cameron Bartlett
Goutham Bhaskar
Kelsea Paige Book
Ali Dableh
Taezia Taylor-Dane Edwards
Lucas Gluch
Shikha Kapoor
Matthew Peter Klassen
Jin Yun Koo *
Rohit Kumar
Melanie Machua

**General Arts and Science - One Year**

Yusuf Abdullahi
Clifton Abella
Nirajan Adhikari
Sabahat Maqsood Ahmad *
Ayse Akpinar
Zainab Albaghai
Marvin Albano
Ivy Kay Aripal
Franco David Arriaza
Fatma Busra Atay

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence
Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.

Faculty of Health, Community Studies and Public Safety

Lena Asante Badu
Sonal Chandrakant Bankar
Kimberly Bethel Barrera *
Farnoush Bayat
Camilo Briosio
Carolina Cantu Alvarado
Hau Lam Eunice Chan
Jithin Charalayil Joy
Jennifer Constantino
Christine Joy Costales *
Anisa Ismail Dahir
Mark Kevin Jay Domingo De Luna
Jessica Delgado
Kelly Elizabeth Duggan
Ximena Stelli Escalante
Megan Ferreira *
Betzie Futalan
Janika-Sabine Anzelholova
Galloway *
Charisma Louise Gardner
Jismy George
Hacer Gokce
John Michael Graham
Simranpreet Singh Grewal
Saad Hajhassan
Ogeny Salep Aziz Hanna
Kyle Hawkins
Vishaal Henry
Chloe Jasmine Hill *
Madison Olivia Jansen
Kamalpreet Kaur
Sheetal Kataria
Brandon William Kerr *
Jung Hai Kim
Seong-Ja Kim
Haley Rose Kimpel *
Riley Kiriakakos
Neslihan Kirtay
Abhinand Kripalayam Jacob *
Subash Lama
Andrea Louise Lopez
Maynard Louie Matim
Criselda Inay Mangoba
Alaina McDaniel
Bryanna Lesley September
Mckenzie
Alexandria Mckenzie
Arely Suzeth Mojica Vargas
Kavitha Muthukrishnan Shanker
Babu
Eshe Abeid Nassor
Henry Williams Chidera Ndubuisi
Sandip Neupane
Christopher Badilla Ng
Katelyn Maria Obrien-Barnes
Seunghee Oh
Wendell Orio
Maha Talal Osman
Hanz Paderanga
Ashraya Poudel
Anandu Puthenparambil Prasad
Venice Quintano
Athulya Raj
Pamela Lynn Riley *
Christopher John Rivera *
James Elijah Robinson
Mitchell Anthony Rouse-Jackson
Jamie Kendall Routledge
Aparna Sadanandan
Parth Deepakkumar Saladia
Amie Lynn Santos
Shaira Shihlen Santos
Dona Segeford *
Kya Leigh Neibausseis Sewell
Daudi Shariifu
Kshitij Milind Shirodkar
Nina Shrestha *
Addison Maisie Sollazzo
Sruhti Arivalagan
Sukhpreet Kaur
Derek Jordan Thrupp
Rajat Tima
Rajan Timma
Hillary Aileen Tompkins
Natnael Tsegay
Ashley Van Essen
Vibin Varghese
Maika Marie Villanoy *
Ariel Villeneuve
Kristina Vistica
Barbara Dzokai Vukomba
Diezel Christian Williams
Engelyn Zolina

General Arts and Science - One Year
(English Language Studies)
Fadak Ahmed Abdulhasan
Ahmed Aburakhiya
Asmaa Al Haj Ali
Madhi Al-Dulaimi *
Adnan Khaled Moh'd Said Al-Orini
Samia Alanqar
Nibras Alazzawi
Louai Alibrahim *
Boshra Almosa *
Ameen Hamo Alo
Sanas Alobaid
Nawras Aladi *
Dima Alshalabi *
Mehrooosh Ashraf
Aya Atar
Fares Salem Ba Saad
Elsi Biviana Cardozo Amaya
Clary Lyz Castro
Wellington Diogo Ribeiro Cirino
Brayan Steven Duran Cardozo *
Rima R Abdelsalam El Fietouri
Arístides Javier Galban Villasmil *
Ghofran Ghaneem
Angie Nikoll Gutierrez Rodriguez
Nedal Hijazi *
Amneh Homayid
Kafa Ibrahim Kilane *
Adnan Ali Nassan *
Mariona Elena Nimo
Fatma Osyoudan *
Pilar Sofia Ospinol *
Yudy Prado Salcedo
Youssef Rajeh *
Marco Antonio Sanchez Mora *
Hala Sharaf
Franklin Siqueira Campos *
Inoussa Tiendrebeogo *
Diana Valencia Godoy *
Carlos Villalobos
Raghad Zayed *

Oneida - Foundations of Language and Culture
Teresa Louise Nicholas

Oneida - Language Immersion, Culture and Teaching
Mary Alizabeth Rose Antone *
Alicia Diane Antone *
Dawn Arden Chrisjoh *
Francine Lynne Chrisjoh *
Kathleen Gail Cornelius
Cheryl Doxtator *
Jamie Lee Doxtator *
Brittney Cher Elm *

Research and Evaluation
Rana Abduallah Abduallah Al-Saidi
Sean Chambers
Sushanth Chapagain Bucktowar
Salfora Ibrahim Paktiss
Meghan Landriault *
Jeffrey Eric Menezes
Roberta Helena Moreira Dos Santos *
Ian Taylor Newton
Atia Nusaiba
Alexandra Lila Petley *
Rible Thomas Kizhakkidam
Samah Mohamed Aabdin Sayed
Sounaya Shashidharan *
Alexandra Stapleton Churinsky *

*President’s Honour Roll recipient awarded in recognition of academic excellence

Please Note: Graduate listings in this program are subject to change resulting from academic decisions made after the date of program printing.
Academic Dress

Academic regalia are the items of traditional dress for academic settings, worn by a graduate to show their academic achievement. The wearer has been “admitted to scholarship” – that is, they have been granted a certificate, diploma or degree.

In the past, academic regalia were worn at an institution on a daily basis, but these days, such dress is only seen at graduation ceremonies. Each institution has its own distinctive look, generally consisting of a gown, occasionally a hat (cap, bonnet or mortar board), and a hood, liripipe or scarf, often to identify the branch of knowledge in which the wearer has achieved recognition.

At Fanshawe College, graduating students (“graduands”) wear red gowns and receive either a distinctive red scarf with a white border (when graduating with a diploma or certificate), or a black hood with white chevrons on a red background (when graduating with a degree). Anyone who is a Fanshawe graduate may wear a black gown and the appropriate Fanshawe scarf or hood.

Today you may see other gowns, headgear, and hoods or scarves. Our guests, faculty and staff are encouraged to display with pride the academic regalia for their institution and credential.

Lyrics of “O Canada”

O Canada!
Our home and native land!
True patriot love in all of us command.
With glowing hearts we see thee rise,
The True North strong and free!
From far and wide,
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
God keep our land glorious and free!
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
O Canada, we stand on guard for thee.
CONGRATULATIONS!

FANSHAWE